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Abstract

Emerging technologies for non-volatile memory (NVM), such as phase-change memory

(PCM), ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM), spin-transfer torque magnetoresistive RAM (STT-

MRAM) and many more, have been considered as a replacement for DRAM and storage

due to low leakage power, high capacity and fast access times. A major disadvantage

of some NVMs is the significantly lower write endurance compared to DRAM. To tackle

this issue, several in-memory wear-leveling approaches have been proposed in literature,

targeting the program execution to make the memory write usage more uniform. These

approaches operate on different granularities, like memory pages, cache-lines, big segments,

etc. Aging-aware approaches take the current wear-level of memory cells into account to

make the best wear-leveling decisions, while other approaches try to balance the wear-

level in a random based manner or in a circular manner. However, most approaches

propose specialized hardware controllers to collect the aging information and to perform

wear-leveling actions, like relocations of memory regions.

As specialized hardware may be hard to build at all, this thesis proposes so-called software

only wear-leveling, which only makes use of commonly available hardware components.

Aging-aware wear-leveling on the granularity of virtual memory pages is achieved by es-

timating the cell aging by a statistical runtime approximation. As an extension to this,

fine-grained wear-leveling for the stack region of applications is achieved by relocating

the stack periodically in a circular manner through a reserved memory region.

The necessity for commonly available hardware components only allows the techniques to

be executed in a full system simulation setup (i.e. gem5 as a simulator for an ARM CPU

and NVMain 2.0 as a simulator for the NVM) for evaluation purposes. The results show

that coarse-grained aging-aware wear-leveling with approximated cell ages works out, but

cannot resolve non-uniform write distributions within virtual memory pages. This limits

the gained improvement of the memory lifetime up to a factor of ≈ 13 compared to the

baseline without any wear-leveling. Combining the coarse-grained approach with the fine-

grained stack wear-leveling technique, the non-uniformity caused by the stack region can

be resolved and the evaluations result in an improvement of the memory lifetime up to a

factor of ≈ 900 compared to the baseline.
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1 Introduction

Emerging technologies for non-volatile memory (NVM) have been considered to be used as

a replacement for DRAM recently. Since these technologies are usually byte-addressable

and have read and write latencies comparable to DRAM [13], this consideration is reason-

able. A major difference between DRAM and most NVM technologies, like phase-change

memory (PCM) or resistive RAM (ReRAM), is the significantly lower write endurance.

While DRAM usually endures more than 1015 writes per cell, PCM endures 108 − 109

writes per cell [13]. For instance, if a program wears out a DRAM cell within a time

period of 10 years, it has to write the same memory cell every 900th CPU cycle on a

3GHz CPU. In comparison, the same write behavior would wear out a PCM cell within 5

minutes. According to this, when NVM technologies with low write endurance act as the

main memory of a system, the system has to care about not to write the same memory

cells too frequent, to not wear out the memory after a short time period.

Analyzing the memory write distribution of typical applications, a high non-uniformity in

the write count per memory cell can be observed [26]. Most of the memory writes target

only a few bytes, resulting in small memory regions with high write counts compared

to the rest of the memory. Accordingly, when running typical systems and applications

trivially on a NVM as main memory, the memory might wear out and fail early, making

the system unusable. To tackle this problem, different wear-leveling or endurance leveling

approaches have been proposed [18, 5, 16, 30, 22, 15, 21, 23]. These approaches take dif-

ferent information into account and usually work on different granularities. The majority

of the proposed approaches is aging-aware, which means that the total write count to each

memory cell is taken into account for the wear-leveling decisions. Usually, the write counts

are assumed to be provided by the memory hardware.

In this thesis, the concepts of wear-leveling for main memory (i.e. aging-aware wear-leveling

[18, 5, 16, 30] and wear-leveling for special program regions like the stack [22, 15, 21, 23])

are re-evaluated. The allover scope is to provide reasonable modifications to existing wear-

leveling approaches, respectively provide alternative approaches, to enable aging-aware

wear-leveling without any special support from the memory hardware, such as a write

count per cell. After giving an introduction about the basic aspects of NVM technologies

and their important properties regarding wear-leveling, the state-of-the-art and related

work in literature is discussed. The subsequent contributions are arranged in three main

topics:
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• In Chapter 3, a setup to analyze the write behavior of typical applications is provided.

Experimental evaluations of benchmark applications in this setup show how the

memory writes are distributed. Concluding from the experimental results, necessary

wear-leveling actions are discussed.

• Inspired by the proposed wear-leveling schemes in literature, an aging-aware wear-

leveling scheme on the granularity of virtual memory pages is provided in Chap-

ter 4. Contrasting to the most existing aging-aware approaches, the need for special

hardware support is avoided by estimating the write counts during runtime. The

estimation is done by involving the support of CPU integrated performance counters

and the memory management unit (MMU). The provided wear-leveling scheme is

experimentally evaluated on benchmark applications and the results are discussed.

The discussion points out the need for finer-grained wear-leveling in some cases.

• As a generic wear-leveling scheme on finer granularities than virtual memory pages

usually requires special hardware support, a specific wear-leveling scheme for the

stack region of C++ applications is discussed in Chapter 5. The stack frame of the

running application is periodically moved around a memory region, which leads to

small and heavy written memory regions inside of the stack being moved around the

memory. This resolves the high non-uniformity of write counts within the virtual

memory pages of the stack region. As a last experimental evaluation, this approach

is analyzed in combination with the previously described approach for wear-leveling

on virtual memory page granularity.

This thesis concludes with the overall discussion of the provided approaches for wear-

leveling. Especially the insights, advantages and limitations compared to proposed ap-

proaches in the literature are discussed. In the end, a future outlook for possible modifi-

cations and extensions is given.

The rest of this chapter gives an overview about the basic details of the NVM technologies.

First, different NVM technologies are explained and compared. Based on the technology

details, the reasons for the lower write endurance are stated. In the end of this introduction

chapter, the influence of code execution on the memory usage is discussed.

1.1 Non-Volatile Memory Technologies

A classic DRAM cell consists of a transistor and a capacitor [20]. The capacitor can

be charged and discharged by the transistor. The electrical charge inside the capacitor

determines the stored information of the DRAM cell. Due to leakage, the capacitor looses

the charge over time. If the charge is not refreshed periodically, the DRAM cell losses the

stored information, which makes the memory volatile.
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Figure 1.1: Architecture of a DRAM Cell [20]

Instead of changing electrical properties like the charge, most NVM technologies change

physical properties of materials to store the information of the memory cells. As these

changes persist over a longer time, the memory is relatively non-volatile. Memory cells

are assembled into bigger memory arrays to build an entire memory device. The subse-

quent subsections give an overview of some existing NVM technologies and the physical

properties saving the cell state.

1.1.1 Phase-Change Memory (PCM)

Phase-change memory stores the information by changing the electrical resistance of a

phase-change material [13]. The electrical resistance can be measured and thus, the in-

formation can be read. The change of the resistance is achieved by bringing the material

into either an amorphous or a crystalline state. The change of the state can be achieved

by heating up the Phase-change material in different ways.

electrode

electrode

PCM

Heater

Figure 1.2: Architecture of a PCM Cell [13]

Figure 1.2 shows the architecture of a PCM cell. The Phase-change material is connected

to electrodes to measure the electrical resistance. The heater is used to heat up the

material and thus, program the cell. By heating up the material to a high temperature

and letting it cool down quickly, the material reaches the amorphous state. In this state,

the resistance is high and the logical state of the cell is 0. To program the cell with a

logic 1, the material is heat up to a lower temperature and is kept at this temperature

over a longer time. After cooling down, the material reaches a crystalline state with a

low electrical resistance. The difference in the resistance of the amorphous and crystalline

state is big enough to even store multiple levels in one PCM cell [13].
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1.1.2 Ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM)

Ferroelectric RAM is one of the most mature NVM technologies by now. It is already

mass produced and used in many products and applications [13]. The technology of

FeRAM is very similar to the DRAM technology. While DRAM stores an electric charge

inside a capacitor, FeRAM replaces the capacitor with a ferroelectric capacitor [24]. The

ferroelectric element inside the capacitor can be polarized by applying an electric field to

the element.

Ferroelectric Capacitor

Figure 1.3: Architecture of a FeRAM Cell [24]

The polarization of the ferroelectric element determines the state in the cell. The cell is

read by measuring the charge transferred through the capacitor and comparing it to a

reference cell [24]. The polarization of the ferroelectric element influences the transferred

charge so that at least two states (logic 0 and 1) can clearly be distinguished. In contrast

to DRAM, the polarization of the ferroelectric element does not fade away due to leakage.

This means, after powering off the device, the state of the cell keeps stable, thus FeRAM

is non-volatile.

1.1.3 Spin-Transfer Torque Magnetoresistive RAM (STT-MRAM)

The NVM technologies presented above typically stress the used materials very much,

which leads to low endurance of these technologies. Magnetoresistive RAM (MRAM) in

general changes the magnetic orientation of a storage material [11]. Due to the effect of

magnetoresistance the electrical resistance also changes by changing the magnetic orien-

tation. Thus, different magnetic orientations represent different logical states of the cell,

which can be measured by the electrical resistance. The technology of STT-MRAM has

been reviewed in detail by Bhatti et al. in [11].

To change the magnetic orientation of a storage material, MRAM technologies applied

magnetic fields to the material in the past. As this is complex to realize, STT-MRAM

applies a simpler method. By applying a spin-polarized current, the magnetic orientation

of a cell is changed. Normally, half of the electrons of a current flow have up-spin and

the other half has down-spin. By passing a current through a fixed magnetic layer, called

pinned layer, the electrons with parallel spin to the magnetic orientation of the pinned

layer pass the layer, the other electrons are scattered back. The resulting polarized current

is applied to the storage layer, called free layer. The magnetic orientation of the free layer
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is changed parallel to the spin of the polarized current by this process. This process is

illustrated in Figure 1.4.

pinned layer insulating
layer

free layer

current

Figure 1.4: Programming a STT-MRAM Cell

The black arrows show the magnetic orientation of the pinned and free layer. The yellow
electrons have a spin, which is parallel to the pinned layer, the purple electrons have a
spin, which is antiparallel to the pinned layer. Because only the yellow electrons pass
the pinned layer, the polarized current goes to the free layer and influences the magnetic
orientation according to the spin of the electrons of the polarized current.

As the pinned layer has a fixed magnetic orientation, the cell cannot be reset in the same

way. To reset the cell, the current flow is inverted. The unpolarized current then goes

through the free layer and is filtered in the pinned layer. Electrons with an anitparallel

spin to the pinned layer are scattered back and remain in the free layer, while electrons

with a parallel spin to the pinned layer pass the pinned layer. Due to the concentration

of the electrons with an antiparalllel spin in the free layer, the magnetic orientation of the

free layer changes to the antiparallel orientation of the pinned layer. Figure 1.5 illustrates

this process.

pinned layer insulating
layer

free layer

current

Figure 1.5: Resetting a STT-MRAM Cell

As mentioned before, the magnetic orientation of the free layer influences the electrical

resistance of the free layer, due to the effect of magnetoresistance. The electrical resistance

can be measured and the cell can be read. The magnetic orientation again is a property,

which remains after powering off the device, which makes STT-MRAM non-volatile.

1.2 Endurance Properties

Section 1.1 presents some NVM technologies. All in all, it turns out that the technologies

use different physical properties to store the memory values. Due to the different prop-
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erties, different procedures are required to read and write values into the memory cells.

This leads to different characteristics of the memory types. The procedures for reading

and writing influence the read and write latency of the memory device. The overall archi-

tecture of the memory cells determines the endurance for each technology. Table 1.1 gives

an overview of the write endurance and the read / write latency for the presented NVM

technologies.

DRAM NAND Flash PCM FeRAM STT-MRAM

Write endurance > 1015 104 − 105 108 − 109 1014 − 1015 1012 − 1015

Read latency ≈ 10ns 15− 35µs 20− 60ns 20− 80ns 2− 35ns

Write latency ≈ 10ns 200− 500µs 20− 150ns 50− 75ns 3− 50ns

Table 1.1: Overview of Memory Characteristics [13]

As the table shows, PCM has a significantly lower endurance than DRAM. The read and

write latencies are comparable fast to DRAM, which means PCM might be a candidate to

replace the DRAM as main memory. Even if some NVM technologies face better endurance

than others, there are many other advantages and disadvantages, which may decide the

used memory type in the end. Because of this, system software should be prepared to run

on low endurance memory systems.

1.2.1 Considerations About Memory Lifetime

As stated above, some reasonable NVM technologies, like PCM or STT-MRAM, show a

significantly lower write endurance than DRAM. When these memory types are used as

main memory, the lifetime of the system is bound to the memory endurance. The allover

assumption is, as soon as one memory cell is dead and cannot be programmed with a new

value, the system is considered dead and cannot be used anymore. Thus, the most written

memory cell in the system determines the allover lifetime.

Ideally, the system software would distribute the writes to the memory cells in a way,

that all cells are written equally often1. Under this write pattern, the system would reach

the maximal lifetime, as the first cell fails together with all other cells. Assuming the

system software needs a fixed amount of memory writes to execute and the writes can be

rearranged arbitrarily, the ideal write count for each cell would be the mean write count

of all written cells under an arbitrary, unbalanced execution of the system software.

mean write count =

∑
memory cells

write count of cell

number of memory cells
(1.1)

1For some memory types not only the write count determines the endurance, but generally the write
count is a major factor.
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Equation (1.1) shows how the ideal write count can be calculated, given the write counts

for each memory cell under an arbitrary software run. The lifetime, which would result

under the ideal write distribution, can be calculated according to Equation (1.2).

ideal lifetime =
write endurance

mean write count
(1.2)

As explained before, in a real, unbalanced execution, the most written cell determines the

allover lifetime, due to the fact that the memory is unusable as soon as the first cell is

dead. According to this, the achieved lifetime for a concrete execution can be calculated

according to Equation (1.3).

achieved lifetime =
write endurance

max write count
(1.3)

To develop generalized solutions, not only the concrete lifetime is important, but also

the improvement of lifetime is important. As no balancing scheme can achieve a better

result than the ideal lifetime, different balancing schemes can be evaluated and compared

regarding their achieved lifetime compared to the ideal lifetime.

Achieved Endurance (AE) =
achieved lifetime

ideal lifetime
=

mean write count

max write count
(1.4)

Equation (1.4) shows the calculation of the achieved endurance (AE) value. This number

shows, which fraction of the ideal lifetime was reached by a concrete software execution, no

matter what the concrete endurance of the used memory was. The Achieved Endurance

will later be used as a metric to evaluate the quality of different balancing schemes, but

it can also be used to predict the expected memory lifetime, knowing the write endurance

and the required execution time.

1.3 Memory Write Access Patterns

When NVM serves as the main memory of a system, the memory behavior of the running

application determines the write pattern to the memory. Usually, a compiled program

consists of different memory regions, which are used for different purposes.

• The text region holds the compiled machine code of the software. The CPU usually

loads the contents out of this region and executes the instructions. During normal

execution, the text region is not modified and thus, does not cause any write to the

main memory.

• The data region contains all global variables and instances of the program. As the

variables and members of the instances are changed during the program execution,

the data region is written. The way, the region is written highly depends on the
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program logic. The write pattern to this section might only be modified by changing

the placement of the variables within the data region.

• The bss region (block storage segment) is very similar as the data region. The

difference is, that the bss region only contains uninitialized data, which can be

stored compressed in the compiled binary file. The write pattern to the bss region

again strongly depends on the program logic and only might be changed by the

placement of variables within the bss region.

• The stack region holds all local variables and additional information for the cur-

rently executed function. Each function call places a new frame on the top of the

stack to store local variables and additional information, which is removed when the

function call returns. Due to this, nested function calls let the used stack memory

grow. The resulting write pattern highly depends on the program logic. The more

local variables are used, the bigger the frame for the function calls is. For a lot

of nested function calls, e.g. for recursive implementations, the writes to the stack

region are distributed over a larger memory region, while for repeated, not nested

function calls the frames for the function mostly reside at the same memory region

and thus, the memory writes target a small memory region.

• The heap region does not belong to the compiled program directly. The heap is a

software managed memory region to allocate global variables during runtime. Thus,

the write pattern to the heap completely depends on the number of invocated heap

allocations and deallocations and the management strategy for the heap.

In essence, the allover memory write pattern of an executed program consists of the

different write patterns to the memory regions. The regions reside at different memory

locations and thus, different memory locations are targeted by different write patterns

from the program.

- 1 Accesse(s)

- 1634 Accesse(s)

- 817 Accesse(s)

Driver Bootstack Text Data Stack

Figure 1.6: Memory Write Distribution to Memory Regions
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Figure 1.6 shows an example visualization of the write distribution for an example program

execution. The placement of the memory regions is indicated by the bottom labels. It

can be seen, that each memory region faces a different write pattern, due to the different

usage of the memory regions by the program. Furthermore, a high non-uniformity of write

accesses within the entire memory can be observed, which would lead to a significantly

lower memory lifetime. To resolve this non-uniformity, this thesis first proposes a coarse-

grained approach to redirect writes to currently less written memory regions. As a high

non-uniformity can be observed in the stack region at most, this thesis proposes an

additional fine-grained approach to balance memory writes within the stack region.



2 Related Work

In the last years, several approaches for in-memory wear-leveling in NVM driven systems

have been proposed in the literature. Some of these approaches are general purpose, whilst

others only target specific NVM technologies (e.g. PCM). The design of the proposed

approaches varies in different aspects. Some approaches are completely hardware based,

some are completely software based and some propose hybrid solutions. Furthermore, one

group takes runtime information (i.e. the write count or the wear-level of each cell) into

account, while another group balances out the wear-level of the cells without using this

information. However, no matter which decisions are made by the different approaches,

the basic concept is always to change the physical memory locations of the memory, used

by the application. This leads to writes being distributed better over the available memory

and to a longer memory lifetime. As in this work two major concepts are presented, this

chapter presents the regarding related work for both concepts.

2.1 Coarse-Grained, Aging-Aware Leveling

Several approaches aim to replace the location of sets of memory bytes from time to time.

The size of these sets determines the granularity of the approach. The sets can be small

(e.g. a cache-line [26, 27]), on the size of pages [14, 17, 5, 23] or even segments, consisting

of multiple pages [30]. While the replacement of virtual memory pages or sets of virtual

memory pages can be done in software, using the MMU, the management of smaller

memory sets requires dedicated hardware support. This subsection first describes the

coarse-grained approaches, which do not require runtime information about the memory

usage. After this, the aging-aware approaches are presented and compared.

2.1.1 Random Based Wear-leveling

Qureshi et al. describe a scheme, which manages the used memory in cache-line sized

blocks [26]. A mapping of logical cache-lines to physical memory regions is maintained

and updated periodically. An additional spare cache-line, called gap, is moved through the

physical memory in backward order. Each movement of the gap to the predecessor, causes

the predecessor to take the former physical location of the gap. Thus, all cache-lines are

moved through the memory in forward order. Once the gap passed the entire memory

space, all cache-lines have been moved one line further. Repeating this process causes the
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used memory space to be shifted around the physical memory in a circular manner. Doing

this, memory writes to heavy written and less written cache-lines are equally distributed

all over the physical memory. The required management information for this scheme is

very small, because the mapping of the cache-lines can be calculated in hardware, by only

knowing the current offset of the first cache-line and the position of the gap. The overhead

for copying the cache-lines through the physical memory can be controlled precisely by

the movement rate of the gap.

Ferreira et al. present a different approach, based on on a dedicated selection policy to swap

memory regions, called pages, with the help of a logical to physical address mapping per

page [17]. Basically, a mapping table for the physical mapping of each page is maintained.

Whenever a page L is written back to the main memory and a ”swap condition” occurs

(e.g. the overflow of a global or per page write counter), a second target page P is selected

and both pages are exchanged by exchanging the content and the physical mapping. The

target page P may be selected as the least frequent written page, but due to the high

complexity the target page is selected randomly. Theoretically, the presented approach is

capable of arbitrary small page sizes, but the required mapping table size has to be taken

into account. In the provided evaluation the size of pages is set to 2kB.

2.1.2 Aging-Aware Wear-leveling

Zhou et al. propose a coarse-grained, aging-aware segment swapping as a necessary exten-

sion, when a fine-grained wear-leveling already is applied [30]. They present a fine-grained

approach, called row shifting, which evenly balances the memory writes to 1kB sized rows.

As this happens very locally, there are still memory regions, which are used more excessive

than others. The segment swapping mechanism solves this by managing the memory in

coarse-grained segments (in the evaluation 1MB per segment) and exchanging the physical

location of segments with the help of a hardware provided translation mechanism. For

each segment, two control variables are maintained, the write count and a last-swapped

timestamp. The write count is used to select a less written segment, called cold segment,

to relocate an often written segment to this location. The last swapped timestamp is used

to prevent a cold segment from being selected too often. The swapping of an often written

segment is triggered when a threshold is exceeded by the write count of this segment. As

the selection of the swapped segments and the selection of the target segments are made

according to the write count, this approach is aging-aware. Zhou et al. propose to perform

the segment swapping in the memory controller, thus this is a hardware based solution.

In contrast to the hardware based solution, Chen et al. propose a hybrid architecture,

where the wear-leveling is performed by the operating system with the help of the MMU,

while the necessary write counters for aging-aware wear-leveling are provided by the mem-

ory hardware [14]. The write count for each physical memory page is maintained by the
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memory hardware and provided to the operating system. The operating system then uses

this information to relocate often written pages or to make an aging-aware allocation deci-

sion for new pages. The relocation of pages is performed by modification of the pagetable,

interpreted by the MMU. Chen et al. describe two algorithms to perform the wear-leveling

decisions, bucket based wear-leveling and array based wear-leveling. For bucket based

wear-leveling, pages are organized in different buckets. Each bucket contains pages with a

write count in a certain range. Once the write count exceeds the range, the page is moved

to the bucket with the corresponding range. Once a page reached the bucket, designated

for the oldest (most written) pages, it is relocated to a young (less often written) page. The

young pages are allocated from the bucket with the lowest write counts. Once this bucket

is empty, the next bucket becomes the youngest bucket. The array based wear-leveling in

contrast is more simple and requires less management data. All pages are organized in an

array. A so-called pivot pointer splits the array into two halfs, young and old pages. If a

relocation is necessary for an often written page, a young target page is selected from the

young half of the array. The target page is moved into the old half of the array, which

causes an adjustment of the pivot pointer. Once the pivot pointer reaches the end of the

array (i.e. the young half is empty), the pointer wraps around and the entire array is

considered young. In this work, Chen et al. describe two management strategies, which

face different overheads and wear-leveling qualities. However, both approaches depend on

hardware provided write counts at least per page.

The previously described two works perform aging-aware wear-leveling periodically. The

trigger for relocation decisions usually is a write counter exceeding a threshold value or

a timer running out. As these mechanisms naturally cause a certain overhead regarding

execution time, memory writes and energy consumption, works have been proposed to bal-

ance the wear-level proactively by hooking into the memory allocation process. Khouzani

et al. propose a wear resistant page allocation and deallocation mechanism, which is in-

voked from the memory allocation procedures of the operating system [5]. Whenever an

application requests a new page, an appropriate page with an appropriate write count is

selected. The work assumes, that the write characteristics for different memory segments

of the application are well known by the operating system, thus page requests for read

only segments can be allocated to already heavy written pages. For write heavy segment

requests, pages with low write counts are allocated. An additional wear out prevention

procedure deallocates extremely hot pages, before the physical memory wears out. By

applying this scheme, no relocations are triggered to enable the wear-leveling, besides

relocations for the wear out protection. The entire wear-leveling is performed in the al-

location and deallocation process of pages. Again, the write count has to be provided by

the hardware.

Li et al. propose a similar memory allocator, called UWLalloc [22]. Whenever the appli-

cation requests memory from the operating system, a corresponding less written memory
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region is returned from the allocator. Under the assumption, that allocations and deal-

locations happen periodically, the wear-level can be balanced. UWLalloc does not take a

hardware provided write counter into account to select a less written page, but uses a self

maintained allocation counter. A frequent allocated region will be allocated less frequent

in future, according to this. Thus, contrasting to the previous aging-aware mechanisms

this mechanism does not require special hardware support. However, this mechanism re-

quires the applications to perform allocations and deallocations periodically. Additionally,

the self maintained allocation counter strategy only works out, if the application performs

approximately the same amount of writes to each allocated region. Furthermore, no wear-

leveling within the allocated memory regions can be achieved.

2.2 Fine-grained Leveling in the Stack Region of C++

Applications

The related work in Section 2.1 aims to balance the wear-level by exchanging the physical

location of sets of memory bytes. As a result, the wear-leveling happens only on a certain

granularity and the uneven memory usage within this granularity is not resolved. This

usually leads to unsatisfying results if only these approaches are applied. To tackle this

problem, different approaches have been proposed. On the one hand, a wear-leveling on

extreme fine granularities (cache-line granularity [26] or even bit granularity [30]) can be

achieved. These approaches are applicable on any executed application, without limita-

tions. Thus, they are meant to tackle the problem with a general purpose solution. On the

other hand, an additional wear-leveling, targeting the problem sections with specialized

solutions can be applied. As the program heap is managed by the operating system any-

way, some works propose to design an aging-aware allocator for heap memory to resolve

uneven wear-levels in the heap memory [22, 28]. Additionally, works propose to extend the

usage of the program stack to the heap, by allocating heap memory for new function calls

[22, 21]. In this subsection, first the general purpose approaches for fine-grained wear-

leveling are presented. After this, the approaches for dedicated heap and stack leveling

are described and compared to the solution, presented in this thesis.

2.2.1 General Purpose Fine-grained Wear-leveling

Qureshi et al. extend their scheme of periodically moved cache-lines in a circular manner

by an address space randomization [26]. They observe, that heavy written cache-lines of-

ten have a spatial correlation, which is not resolved by relocating the entire address space

in a circular manner. To resolve this, they propose an additional, static randomization

of the address space, to resolve the spatial correlation of heavy written cache-lines. The

randomization is integrated into the wear-leveling process by a two stage address transla-
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tion. When the CPU requests a logical address, the randomizer generates an intermediate

address, which is not correlated with similar heavy written cache-lines. This intermediate

address is then processed by the wear-leveling mechanism and generates the physical ad-

dress, which is passed to the memory. To ensure the correctness, the randomizer has to

map each intermediate address to exactly one logical address to avoid double mappings.

Qureshi et al. propose randomizer functions, which can be calculated on demand and

thus, do not require additional storage overhead. For certain types of memory hardware,

wear-leveling on a finer granularity than cache-lines has no effect, because for each write

to a cache-line, all the memory cells within the cache-line are stressed equally. Thus, the

address randomization of cache-lines can achieve a reasonable good result.

Zhou et al. propose an even finer wear-leveling, which is again additionally used as an

extension to a coarse-grained, memory region swapping mechanism [30]. The fine-grained

wear-leveling, called row shifting, is used to balance the wear-level within rows (1kB

sized) and thus, the coarse-grained wear-leveling, called segment swapping, handles evenly

balanced memory regions. The row shifting is achieved by shifting the bits of a row by

an offset during the translation of a requested address to a physical address. This is done

by additional memory hardware and a configurable shifter register. The shift offset can

be arbitrary small, even down to a single bit, however the evaluations show that extreme

fine shift granularities cannot achieve better results than shifting offsets of multiple bytes.

Again, the overhead and quality of the resulting wear-leveling can be controlled by the

frequency of modifications to the shifter register.

Both presented approaches for fine-grained, general purpose wear-leveling are completely

hardware based. They require few management information and few interaction with the

operating system. However it is not obviously clear, if such complex hardware mechanisms

can be integrated into memory hardware easily and fast enough, to not slow down the

memory hardware too much. Because of this, software only solutions, achieving similar

results should be taken into consideration, as they are an alternative when the special

memory hardware is not provided.

2.2.2 Dedicated Heap and Stack Wear-leveling

Two approaches for heap wear-leveling, proposed by Li et al. [22] and Khouzani et al.

[5] are presented in Section 2.1. These approaches aim to level not only coarse-grained

blocks of memory, but also resolve the uneven write patterns of application within the

heap region. Li et al. propose a similar allocation mechanism for the usage of the program

stack [21], as it faces highly non-uniform write accesses to the memory. The presented

allocation mechanism is invoked, whenever a new function is called. Instead of calling

the function on top of the existing stack region, a new memory region is allocated for
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the function call in a wear-level aware manner. The function is then called on this newly

allocated stack. When the function returns, the caller function continues on it’s own stack.

Li et al. present an extended approach in another work, which combines the allocation of

heap and stack memory regions in one allocator [22]. The calling of functions is handled in

the same way, but to allocate the called function’s new stack region, the common allocator

for heap and stack memory is invoked. This allows the management strategy to mix the

applied usage pattern to the physical memory and thus achieve a better balance of the

wear-levels.

Summing up, there is related work, which applies general purpose approaches to achieve

fine-grained wear-leveling and there is related work, which specifically targets the stack

and the heap region of program execution to resolve the observed non-uniformity within

this regions. As the general purpose approaches usually require advanced hardware sup-

port, they are hardly applicable on existing hardware. Nevertheless, the achieved result of

these approaches can be compared to the developed approaches in this thesis. The special-

ized approaches for heap and stack wear-leveling depend on a certain collaboration of the

running application. The application has to perform heap allocations and function calls

at a certain frequency to enable these approaches to achieve good results. Furthermore,

allocations of new called function’s stack frames on a heap might lead to some internal

fragmentation, when the memory footprint of a function changes depending on their input

parameters. The achieved result by these approaches is less comparable with the stack

wear-leveling approach, presented in this thesis, because they not only differ in a man-

agement strategy for the memory, but in the way they are integrated into the running

software. Still, both approaches can be compared as they are entirely software based and

can be applied as an extension to coarse-grained, memory region swapping techniques.
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As already stated in Chapter 1, this thesis is about to develop and evaluate software only

solutions for wear-leveling in the main memory of software execution. Two major ap-

proaches are presented and compared to the related work and to the baseline, which is the

software execution without any active wear-leveling. However, to analyze and evaluate the

effects and improvements, achieved by the wear-leveling approaches, detailed information

about the software execution needs to be collected. Section 1.2.1 gives an overview, which

information is required to calculate the achievement in endurance improvement for a con-

crete technique. At least, the mean write count to each memory cell and the maximal

write count over all memory cells has to be determined to evaluate a technique. For cer-

tain memory architectures it is not required to record the write count to each cell, because

groups of memory cells might be always written together. For all subsequent evaluations

in this thesis, writes are assumed to always cause a write to an entire cach-line of 64B.

Given a byte exact address A, which is accessed by the CPU, all memory bytes (and all

cells within these bytes) T according to Equation (3.1) are assumed to be accessed1.

T = A&(0xFFFFFFFFFFFFFFC0) + i, i ∈ {0, ..., 63} (3.1)

Under this assumption, it is totally sufficient to record the write count for every cach-line,

which significantly reduces the required runtime overhead and storage overhead.

Even if recording write counts only on a cach-line granularity saves some overhead, usu-

ally there is no hardware support to record this information on standard computer hard-

ware. The only counting mechanism for write accesses is usually provided by a CPU

global performance counter, which counts all write accesses to the main memory (e.g. the

BUS ACCESS ST event in Cortex-A53 CPU’s performance monitor unit [2]). This mecha-

nism cannot provide sufficient information to perform any evaluation, because no relation

between the write count and the location of the writes is available. To overcome this issue,

different solutions might be considerable to trace memory accesses precisely:

• Use special hardware, which is capable of tracing the exact memory accesses per

cell / byte / cach-line. This could be realized by using an field programmable gate

array (FPGA), which is mapped into the logical address space of the CPU. The

1Accesses are always assumed to be within one cach-line. If a memory access targets data, which is
distributed over a group of cach-lines, multiple accesses (one per cach-line) are triggered by the CPU.
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write accesses from the CPU to this FPGA mapped region can be redirected to a

real connected memory module and furthermore, accesses can be stored, counted

and accumulated.

• Use standard hardware with enhanced debug capabilities (e.g. JTAG). Using this,

an external debugger could analyze every memory access and perform the counting

and accumulation of the memory accesses.

• Use a full system simulator, which performs a cycle accurate simulation of an entire

CPU with all peripherals like memory, controllers, buses, etc. Such a simulator can

be easily modified to trace memory accesses, count write accesses and accumulate

them. Furthermore, such a simulator can easily run inside a Linux host operating

system and thus, the trace results can be easily stored and processed.

The concept of using an FPGA to trace memory accesses is proposed by Bao et al. [9].

An FPGA board is connected to a DIMM slot of a test system, instead of a DIMM

memory module. The FPGA board itself contains a DIMM slot, so the memory requests

are directly routed to a memory module. The FPGA board sniffs the memory requests

and aggregates them or sends them out via an Ethernet interface. This approach requires

a complex hardware setup and a certain operating system support to synchronize the

memory accesses with the sniffer board. A similar architecture could be achieved more

easily with an FPGA and CPU on the same SoC. However, it is out of the scope of this

thesis.

Alternatively, a cycle accurate full system simulator, called gem5, is developed by Blinkert

et al. [12]. gem5 is capable of simulating different CPU architectures, like ALPHA, ARM,

X86, MIPS and many more [4], different CPU models, like simple CPUs without pipelining

or complex CPUs with pipelining and out of order execution, and different machines

with different connected controllers. This allows very accurate simulations of a realistic

hardware system without the need for complex hardware setups, at the cost of simulation

time. Due to the modular structure of gem5, several extensions can be plugged into the

simulation process and extend the simulated hardware. NVMain2.0 is a memory simulator

for non-volatile main memory systems, which can be plugged in as an extension for gem5

[25]. NVMain2.0 is triggered on every memory access and applies a physical model of a

non-volatile memory architecture, which for instance influences the read and write access

latency. Furthermore, NVMain2.0 is capable of generating trace files, which contain a set

of detailed information for every access to the main memory. For every access, following

details are stored in the trace file:

1. Memory controller cycle timestamp

2. Read or write access
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3. Access address

4. Old memory content

5. Memory content after access

The generated trace files can be easily processed to accumulate the write count per memory

byte / cach-line and evaluate a wear-leveling approach. Due to the simplicity of this

approach, it is used in this thesis to simulate all proposed wear-leveling schemes and

evaluate their quality according to the generated memory trace.

This chapter first describes the setup of gem5 and NVMain2.0 in detail in Section 3.1. An

extension to enable a certain performance counter event, provided by this thesis, is also

discussed. The simulation setup is not used to run a full featured operating system like

Linux, but to run a specialized bare-metal runtime system, which is also provided by this

thesis. The subsequently presented runtime system enables all the architectural support,

which is required by the wear-leveling approaches. Section 3.2 presents the techniques,

applied to separate the memory trace of a target application from the memory trace of the

runtime system, afterwards. The chapter concludes with the description of evaluation and

analysis techniques, which are applied on the generated trace files to evaluate the running

application in Section 3.3.

3.1 Simulation Environment

As already explained, in this thesis a combination of the gem5 simulator and the NVMain2.0

memory simulator for non-volatile main memory systems is used. This section first gives

an overview about the configuration and usage of both simulators. After this, the bare-

metal runtime system is presented, which is executed in the simulator to run arbitrary

test applications. In the end, an extension applied to gem5, is presented, which enables a

special performance counter event, which is not supported by gem5 by default.

3.1.1 Configuration of gem5 and NVMain2.0

The sourcecode from both, gem5 and NVMain2.0, can be obtained from the official web-

sites. Both are mostly written in C++ and Python, while Python is mostly used for

configuration purposes. The sourcetree of NVMain2.0 has to be included in the building

process of gem5, which can be easily achieved by the build system of gem5. NVMain2.0

itself comes with a patch for gem5 to achieve compatibility. Unfortunately, the most re-

cent release of gem5 is no longer compatible with NVMain2.0, because some interfaces

were changed. One reason is the renaming of a function2, which can be easily patched in

NVMain2.0. Another reason is the usage of smart pointer classes instead of raw pointers

2Changed in commit 2f17062dd9a465943b57723f72f89ec66a0db664 in the official gem5 git repository
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for the memory request interface, which has to be patched accordingly in NVMain2.0. In-

cluding this patches, NVMain2.0 compiles together with the most recent version of gem5

and can be executed. Subsequently, this setup is always used.

NVMain2.0 can be highly configured, regarding the physical model applied on the memory

access behavior. Several latencies and physical properties (frequency, chip organization,

energy consumption, ...) can be configured in a centralized configuration file. NVMain2.0

includes a set of predefined configuration files for different NVM technologies. As this

thesis does not focus on the special properties of concrete NVM technologies, the detailed

configuration is less important. NVMain2.0 includes a minimal memory configuration,

called printtrace.config, which sets the minimal required properties and enables the

generation of the previously described trace files. In this thesis, the printtrace.config

configuration is used for all simulations and evaluations, because no more details about

the NVM type are necessary.

The gem5 simulator can also be configured to a certain degree. One key property is,

that gem5 supports a so-called Systemcall Emulation (SE) and a Full System (FS) mode

[12]. While the Full System modes simulates an entire system and thus, the executed

software has to include all drivers and runtime libraries, the Systemcall Emulation mode

can be used to run Linux applications in the simulation environment. The systemcalls,

which are usually handled by Linux, are handled by the simulation environment, thus the

entire stdlib and other libraries can be used. The simulation environment for this thesis

aims to simulate an entire system, including device drivers and runtime libraries, thus the

Full System mode is used in this thesis. Furthermore, the Systemcall Emulation mode

offers limited control over the system, because the application is executed with user level

privileges. The application cannot modify the virtual memory configuration, interrupt

routines and other operting system related tasks.

In addition to the Full System mode configuration, gem5 has to be configured to simulate

a concrete CPU and machine. As already stated, gem5 is capable of simulating CPUs with

different complex architectures [4]. For the subsequent simulations, the O3CPU is used. This

CPU is an out of order CPU with five pipeline stages. The machine configuration defines

the additionally connected hardware to the CPU. This includes the interrupt controller,

timers, UART controller, usb, ethernet and many more. For this thesis, the ARMv8

architecture is used as the machine architecture [1], thus an ARMv8 machine configuration

is used. The VExpress GEM5 V2 machine configuration is a full featured configuration,

including the controllers which can be found on common ARMv8 based SoCs. The detailed

configuration of this machine is done in a centralized file within gem53. This file also

includes the memory mapping of the different controllers, which is required for the running

system to run device drivers.

3In the gem5 sourcetree: src/dev/arm/RealView.py
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3.1.2 Bare-Metal Runtime System

The description in Section 3.1.1 shows the detailed configuration of the simulation setup.

According to the simulated system, the executed system has to provide device drivers and

some library functions. This is typically provided by the operating system, but in this

thesis no standard operting system is used. Instead, a special bare-metal runtime system

is used, which provides the minimal required support. The reason for this is, that the

wear-leveling techniques later require modifications of the operating system, which would

be extremely complex to achieve in Linux, for instance. From an architectural point of

view, the bare-metal runtime system is a part of the simulation environment and not part

of the application, because it is used to run different test applications and is always part of

the simulation setup. Figure 3.1 illustrates the architecture of the entire simulation setup.

Host system (Linux)

gem5 / NVMain2.0 instance

Full System simulation

Bare-metal runtime system

Application

Figure 3.1: Architectural Overview of the Simulation Environment

This subsection presents details about the different components of the bare-metal runtime

system. For each component, the purpose is discussed in detail. Basically, the gem5 setup

simulates a realistic ARMv8 based chip and thus, the bare-metal runtime system can be

modified to run on a real ARMv8 based chip easily by configuring the device drivers with

the according memory mapping.

Bootcode

On a usual ARMv8 based CPU, several levels of bootloaders are executed, when the

device is powered on. These bootloaders provide simple mechanism to load the target

application (e.g. an operating system) from the storage / from the network to the memory

and execute it. This is mostly done by loading a binary image to a fixed memory location

and set the CPU’s instruction pointer to this location afterwards. As gem5 runs on top

of Linux, the loading of the target application can be done even simpler by passing the

binary file as an argument to the gem5 command. Anyway, the binary file is loaded to

a fixed memory location and the instruction pointer is set to this location. The bare-

metal system has to make sure, the bootcode is placed at the very beginning of the binary
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image, so the bootcode is the first thing executed. The placement of the bootcode is

done by a custom linker configuration during the compilation of the bare-metal runtime

system. The bootcode itself is written in assembly and prepares the CPU to execute

C++ compiled code. This includes the setting of the interrupt table and the stack pointer

to the according locations in the bare-metal system’s memory. The stack pointer is set

to a dedicated bootstack, because the applications require a separate stack later. Once

this setup is done, the bootcode calls the entry function of the initialization code, which

is written in C. Figure 3.2 gives an overview of the memory organization regarding the

bootcode.

System memory

Bare-metal system

boot entry point
=0x80000000

bootcode bootstack /
interrupt table

Figure 3.2: Memory Placement of the Bootcode

Initialization Code

The initialization code is directly called by the bootcode, after the CPU is set up to execute

C++ / C compiled code. The purpose of the initialization code is to initialize the hardware

and software components, so the applicaton can be started when the initialization is done.

Figure 3.3 shows the basic flow of different initialization steps, that are performed.

1. Call init arrays

2. Setup interrupt controller

3. Clear BSS

4. Enable floating point unit

5. Invalidate caches 6. Enable MMU

7. Setup Performance Counters

8. Initialize services

9. Prepare application

10. Start application

Figure 3.3: Steps of the Initialization Code
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The detailed steps of the initialization code are the following:

1. Call init arrays: As the entire runtime system is compiled with the GNU gcc [3],

the init array is created by the compiler. For C++ applications, global instances

have to be created (i.e. the constructor has to be called on the object), before the

application starts running. In a normal Linux application, this is handled by auto-

matic generated code, but for a bare-metal program the very first executed code is

already the provided bootloader. In fact, the constructors have to be called manu-

ally by the initialization code. The linker configuration of the bare-metal runtime

system places the so-called init section at a central, well known location. The init

section is a list of function pointers, generated by the gcc compiler, which perform

the required object construction. The initialization code figures out the location,

where the init array is paced and starts calling each function in the list. After this,

global instances are created (for instance the debug log infrastructure) and can be

used.

2. Setup interrupt controller: For modern CPU architectures, the handling of ex-

ternal interrupt requests is handled by a set of dedicated controllers. X86 64 CPUs

usually integrate the Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller (APIC) [19],

while ARM based CPUs usually integrate the Generic Interrupt Controller (GIC)

[7]. The workflow of both controllers is very similar. Both consist of a global inter-

face, which is connected to all the physical interrupt sources (the IOAPIC for X86 64

and the GIC Distributor for ARM). This global interface is connected to CPU local

interfaces for every CPU core (the LAPIC for X86 64 and the GIC CPU Interface

for ARM). The global interface can be configured how to route interrupt requests

to different cores, furthermore interrupt sources can be masked and unmasked. The

runtime system implements a driver for the GIC Distributor and the GIC CPU In-

terface. During initialization both have to be set up and activated. During this

process, each interrupt source is configured and masked / unmasked. The runtime

system masks all interrupts by default. When an application or a system service

requires interrupts, it has to call the driver to unmask them.

3. Clear the BSS: The Block Storage Segment (BSS) is used to store global, unini-

tialized data. To prevent errors, the memory BSS region is written to 0 during

initialization, because it may contain any memory content. The linker configuration

of the runtime system again places the BSS at a central, well known location, so the

initialization code can write to it easily.

4. Enable floating point unit: By default, the floating point unit (and vector pro-

cessing unit) is disabled on Cortex-A53 CPUs [8]. To enable the application to

perform floating point and vector calculations, the corresponding unit has to be en-
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abled. For Cortex-A53 no real enabling is required, by default every access to the

floating point unit causes an abort trap, which has to be disabled.

5. Invalidate caches: Before the initialization code executes, the CPU internal caches

are disabled and may contain invalid content from previous running bootloaders.

This would cause an abort trap while enabling the caches, thus the content of the

caches is invalidated first. The caches might be enabled after this, but currently

the runtime system leaves caches disabled to analyze the memory behavior of the

executed application.

6. Enable MMU: The Memory Management Unit (MMU) controls the translation of

virtual to physical memory addresses and furthermore defines access permissions for

memory pages on a granularity up to 4kB. To enable the MMU, a pagetable has to

be set up, which contains one entry for every virtual page [1]4. This entries hold the

mapped physical page and the setting of access permissions for each virtual memory

page. The runtime system sets up a pagetable with identity mapping (all virtual

addresses correspond to their identity physical addresses) and enables the MMU

afterwards. Additionally, the runtime system provides a system service to modify

the pagetables later on. The pagetables can be modified regarding the physical

mapping of pages and their access permissions.

7. Setup performance counters: The runtime system integrates a driver for the

ARM Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) [1], which allows architectural events

(e.g. cache misses, cache hits, memory requests, ...) to be monitored and counted

in special registers. During initialization, the driver is initialized and the number of

available performance counters in the system is requested. Applications and system

services can use the PMU driver later to keep track of the architectural events.

8. Initialize services: To enable software only wear-leveling, the bare-metal runtime

system offers a set of system services, which are required. For the coarse-grained

leveling, a write count approximation for virtual memory pages is recorded by the

WriteMonitor service. For the fine-grained stack leveling, relocation functions for

the stack and the setup of a shadow stack are handled by the StackBalancer service.

These services are set up during initialization accordingly.

9. Prepare application: The target application of the runtime system runs isolated

from the rest of the runtime system, thus a setup of the application is required.

The text and data regions are configured with appropriate access and execution

permissions and the stack is allocated and set up for the application.

4The pagetables don’t need to have entries for every page strictly. Indeed, the pagetables are organized
hierarchically, thus a block entry on a coarse granularity does not require a finer-grained pagetable for
the corresponding memory region. In consequence, only the most coarse-grained pagetable has to be
complete. The coarsest granularity is 512GB.
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10. Start application: The application is already set up from the previous step. The

runtime system does not simply call the first application function, because the appli-

cation has to run on a lower privileged exception level (EL). This is necessary, since

interrupts during the application execution should not influence the application. To

achieve this, all interrupts are handled on the exception level of the runtime system,

while the application runs on another exception level.

Exception Level 3 (Secure Monitor)

Exception Level 2 (Hypervisor)

Exception Level 1 (Runtime System)

Exception Level 0 (Application)

Figure 3.4: Exception Level Overview

Figure 3.4 illustrates the usage of different exception levels. Each exception level

can call the upper exception levels with special call instructions. The application

uses Supervisor Calls (SVC) to run services from the runtime system. The runtime

system hands back to the application by finishing the SVC call procedure. The

runtime system configures the CPU in a way, that each interrupt on the application

level (EL0) are taken to EL1, thus the application is not influenced by the interrupts.

The Hypervisor level (EL2) is not used by the simulation environment. The Secure

Monitor (EL3) runs the ARM Trusted Firmware, which cannot be changed at all.

The trusted firmware can be called with a System Management Call (SMC) to

perform hardware actions (e.g. trigger a reboot, set power modes, ...). The runtime

system boots into EL1 and calls the application on EL0 by faking the finishing of a

SVC call procedure.

Debug Infrastructure

As the simulation mode of gem5 is the full system simulation mode, no simple output to

the Linux console is provided. Of course, gem5 offers the possibility to connect an ex-

ternal debugger (i.e. gdb), but a simple text output is also required and sometimes more
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useful. To enable this, the runtime system implements a device driver for the Universal

Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter (UART) controller [6], which is a common UART

controller in many ARMv8 based SoCs. As the driver only allows to output a single char-

acter to the UART console, additionally a text formatting output stream implementation

is provided, which is similar to the C++ stdlib output stream implementation. The out-

put stream allows applications and the rest of the runtime system easily to output text

messages, numbers, pointers, etc. to the UART console. Gem5 redirects the simulated

output of the UART controller to a file, which can be monitored during the simulation.

OutputStream

+ instance : OutputStream

+ base : uint64 t

+ operator<<(string : const char *) : OutputStream&

+ operator<<(number : uint8 t) : OutputStream&

...

+ operator<<(number : uint64 t) : OutputStream&

+ operator<<(number : int8 t) : OutputStream&

...

+ operator<<(number : int64 t) : OutputStream&

+ operator<<(number : double) : OutputStream&

+ operator<<(ptr : void *) : OutputStream&

+ operator<<(manipulator : OutputStream& (*)(other : OutputStream&))) : OutputStream&

+ dec(other : OutputStream&) : OutputStream&

+ bin(other : OutputStream&) : OutputStream&

+ hex(other : OutputStream&) : OutputStream&

+ endl(other : OutputStream&) : OutputStream&

Figure 3.5: Class Overview of the Output Stream

Figure 3.5 gives an overview of the interface functions of the output stream, which can be

called from any application. All operators return a reference to the output stream, thus

multiple calls can be chained. The manipulator functions dec, bin and hex (which are not

class members) can be passed as an argument to the manipulator function and will change

the internal base attribute, which controls the formatting of numbers. An example to use

the debug infrastructure is shown in Listing 3.1.

#include <system/service/OutputStream.h>

uint64_t variable =42;

uint64_t *ptr=& variable;

OutputStream :: instance << "Variable " << dec << variable << " (binary: " << bin

<< variable << ") resides at " << ptr << endl;

Listing 3.1: Example of Using the Output Stream
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Systemcall Interface

As already explained in Section 3.1.2, the application is executed on a lower exception level

than the runtime system. In order to this, the application cannot simply call functions of

the runtime system to request a system service. Instead, the application has to perform a

Supervisor Call (SVC), which causes an interrupt, handled by the exception level of the

runtime system. The runtime system has to provide an interrupt handler, which detects

the Supervisor Call as the interrupt cause and triggers the according system service. The

selection of the system service has to be done by a single number, which can be passed

to the SVC instruction. The interrupt handler can look up the number and select the

system service. To ease this process, the runtime system provides two components. One

component, called systemcall interface, is part of the application and contains well named

functions, according to the requested system service. The function itself executed the SVC

instruction with the corresponding number. For instance, the systemcall interface to exit

and shutdown the entire simulation is shown in Listing 3.2.

#include "syscall_interface.h"

void syscall_exit () { asm volatile("svc #0"); }

Listing 3.2: Systemcall Interface Function

The generated interrupt from the systemcalls is processed by the interrupt handling mech-

anism of the runtime system. In case the interrupt mechanisms detect a systemcall causing

the interrupt, the passed number is extracted and a corresponding function of the second

component of the infrastructure is called. This call happens on the exception level of the

runtime system and can trigger different components of the runtime system to take action.

Once the handling is done, the interrupt mechanism finishes the interrupt handling and

returns to the application on it’s own exception level. If more systemcalls are required,

this infrastructure can easily be extended with new functions.

Drivers and Libraries

During the explanation of the initialization code, it was mentioned that several drivers are

provided by the runtime system and have to be initialized during the initialization. The

runtime system provides four device drivers and two library classes to enable the system

services and the application to utilize the required hardware components. The device

drivers are following:

1. Generic Interrupt Controller [7]: The driver for the GIC consists of two com-

ponents, the driver for the global GIC Distributor and for the local CPU interface.

Both components implement a procedure to initialize the controller and program it

with default settings. This procedures are called during the initialization. Addi-

tionally, the distributor driver can mask / unmask interrupt sources, set interrupt
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priorities, set the target CPU cores per interrupt and request the current configura-

tion for every interrupt source. The driver of the CPU interface can filter interrupts

from the distributor by a priority threshold. For handling interrupts, the driver

supports to lookup the causing interrupt source and to signal the finishing of the

interrupt handling.

2. PL011 UART [6]: The UART driver implements an extreme simple design. As

the UART controller is usually already configured by the bootloader, the driver

implements no configuration routines by now. The only purpose of the driver is to

write a single character to the UART controller and make sure, it has been sent out.

3. Performance Counter [1]: The performance counters are a generic mechanism

to count CPU internal events during execution. The driver supports to set up the

counters with several settings and select the event, which is counted. Usually, the

CPU has some special performance counters (e.g. the CPU cycle counter) and a set

of general purpose counters, which can be programmed with arbitrary events. The

driver is capable of setting up the cycle counter, as well as detecting the number of

general purpose counters, read and write values to the counters, program the event

to count, program filters for the event counting and enable the overflow interrupt

generation for every general purpose counter. Whenever an interrupt from a perfor-

mance counter occurs, the runtime system figures out the counter which caused the

interrupt and triggers an according system service eventually.

4. Memory Management Unit [1]: The driver for the MMU is not only capable

of setting up pagetables and activating the MMU (performed during initialization),

but is also capable of modifying pagetable entries per virtual memory page. For

every page, the physical mapping and the access permissions can be programmed.

Every change in the pagetables requires a maintenance operation for the Translation

Lookaside Buffer (TLB). As the pagetable entries are eventually cached by the TLB,

a modification might take no action until the entry is reloaded into the TLB. To

overcome this, each modification causes the TLB to invalidate the entries, that

correspond to the modified entry. The maintenance operations are also provided by

the MMU driver. Finally, the MMU driver implements routines to invalidate and

activate the CPU caches.

The previously described device drivers are strongly required by the wear-leveling tech-

niques in this thesis, but also some library support is needed. As the entire runtime system

is compiled as a bare-metal application, the C and C++ standard libraries are not avail-

able to the runtime system, neither to the application. At least, some applications require

floating point operations and one wear-leveling technique requires an Red-Black Tree (RB-
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Tree) as a data structure. Because of these needs, the runtime system implements both

features as a small library.

3.1.3 Performance Counter Extension for gem5

Section 3.1.2 describes in detail the runtime system, provided by this thesis. It is men-

tioned, that the performance counting mechanism of the CPU is required for the wear-

leveling later on and thus, the runtime system provides drivers to use the performance

counters. Unfortunately, gem5 does not simulate the Performance Monitoring Unit com-

pletely by default. Only a small subset of the events, which can be counted with the

general purpose counters, is implemented. The wear-leveling mechanism in this thesis

requires the BUS ACCESS ST event, which counts the number of store requests to the mem-

ory bus [2]. This event is not in the supported subset of events. To overcome this issue,

the event is implemented in gem5 as a part of this thesis. Additionally, the PMU is not

available in the default gem5 full system simulation configuration. This subsections points

out how the PMU is enabled in gem5 and gives details about the implementation of the

BUS ACCESS ST event.

Enable PMU

Gem5 mostly uses Python scripts for configuration purposes. Consequently, the assem-

bling of the simulated system in done in central python configuration file. By default,

already a system with a cpu as a member is created. The cpu class has a member isa,

which has a member pmu. The pmu member can be assigned with an arbitrary PMU im-

plementation, but is not assigned by default. The gem5 repository already provides a class

ArmPMU, which contains the (limited) implementation of the required PMU. The system

configuration script is modified to create an instance of the ArmPMU implementation and

assign it to the pmu member. The ArmPMU implementation requires on it’s own to be

initialized, which is also done in the system configuration script. The configured members

define the way of interrupt generation and the interrupt source number at the GIC.

Finally, the ArmPMU implementation requires the function addArchEvents to be called

with some references to already created components of the system (members of the system

class). This function creates an instance of a dedicated implementation for each event and

adds it to the ArmPMU implementation.

Implementation of the BUS ACCESS ST Event

As already stated, the gem5 implementation of the PMU is highly modular and config-

urable. This allows another event easily to be added. Basically, two major modifications

need to be performed:
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1. An implementation of the counter event has to be provided. The implementation

has to provide an instance of the class ProbePoints::PMU. This instance can notify

all performance counters, which are set to listen to this event, to increase their

value. The instance is registered with an identifying name string. The rest of the

implementation can be arbitrary, only the ProbePoints::PMU instance has to be

called, whenever the counter values should be increased.

2. The addArchEvents function need to be modified to assign the counter event to

an event number. The event number is used by the software to select the event by

writing the number into a special register. To register the new event, an additional

call to the addEvent function has to be added. The function takes the event number,

an instance of the event implementation and the identifying name string of the

ProbePoints::PMU instance as arguments.

The implementation of the BUS ACCESS ST event is achieved as a simple implementation

here. A class Nvmain Write PMU is added to the NVMain2.0 sourcetree (which is com-

piled together with gem5) and offers the function triggerWrite. The NVMain2.0 simula-

tor is modified to call this function, whenever a write request reaches the simulator. The

triggerWrite directly updates the internal ProbePoints::PMU instance, so the ArmPMU

implementation can update the performance counters eventually. As an instance of the

Nvmain Write PMU needs to be accessed from several other classes, a global instance is

created by the system configuration script.

3.2 Application Separation

The allover goal of the previously presented simulation environment is to execute and

analyze test applications. The applications should be analyzed especially regarding their

memory access behavior. Later on, the memory access behavior should be compared to a

version, where different wear-leveling techniques are applied. To analyze the pure memory

behavior of the test applications, the executed application has to be separated from the

rest of the runtime system in-memory. The runtime system itself accesses the memory

from time to time (e.g. during interrupt handling), thus these memory accesses should

be isolated from the applications accesses. Of course, in a realistic use case, the memory

accesses from the runtime system cannot be ignored and have to be wear-leveled, too, but

this thesis aims to point out the basic connection between program execution and resulting

memory accesses. This can only be done on relative simple applications and without the

interference of complex runtime system executions. For the realistic use case, the learned

insights might also be applied on the runtime system later on.

However, the runtime system implements two techniques to separate and isolate the run-

time system and the application in-memory. One is to place all accessed memory regions
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at different locations (one for the runtime system and another one for the application) and

the second technique is to force the stack, used for interrupt handling, to the stack of the

runtime system. Both techniques are stated in detail in the rest of this section.

3.2.1 Spatial Separation

As already explained, the memory regions of the runtime system and of the application

should be completely different. The build process of the runtime system compiles the

runtime system and the application into one binary file, which is then loaded into the

gem5 simulator. Usually, the gcc compiler would place all memory regions of the runtime

system and the application together, organized in the text, data, bss and stack segment.

The custom linker configuration of the runtime system separates the text, data, bss and

stack segment from the application and places them to a memory region, which resides

behind the text, data, bss and stack segments from the runtime system. Additionally,

the linker configuration places symbols at the beginning and ending of all memory regions

of interest.

System code:
bootcode, driver, ...

Application code

gcc

Linker configuration

binary memory layout

System region (code, data, stack ,...) Application

system text begin
system text end

application stack end

Figure 3.6: Memory Placement of the Application by the Linker Configuration

Figure 3.6 illustrates the compiling process and shows the resulting memory layout. The

stack is not automatically allocated by the gcc, because the stack allocation ans setup is

done during runtime. The linker configuration allocates two memory regions for the stack,

one for the runtime system and one for the application. During boot and initialization,

these regions are programmed into the stack-pointer register.

The symbols, which are placed at the beginning and ending of each memory region, can be

either extracted from the compiled binary image or accessed in the runtime system. The

extraction from the binary image is necessary for analysis purposes. The simulation setup

produces a log file with accessed memory addresses, together with the information where

each memory region begins and ends, the write count and write distribution for each
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memory region can be determined. The memory symbols are also required during the

runtime system execution, when for instance the access permissions have to be configured

for a special memory region only (e.g. executable permission for the text region).

3.2.2 Interrupt Isolation

The technique, presented in Section 3.2.1 ensures that the memory accesses from the

application will always target different memory locations than the memory accesses from

the runtime system. This enables the memory behavior of the application to be analyzedt

isolated from the runtime system. Unfortunately, the runtime system still might influence

the write accesses to the application’s stack. Whenever an interrupt is handled, the

runtime system has to save the current CPU registers on the stack to restore them when

the interrupt handling finished. Usually, the interrupt handler just uses the same stack

pointer as the interrupted program, which might be the application. In order to this, the

interrupt handling by the runtime system would write and read from the application’s

stack. This issue is resolved by using a different stack for the interrupt handling. As all

the interrupts happening during application execution on EL0 are handled in EL1 anyway,

the CPU can be configured to switch the stack pointer while changing the exception level.

The stack pointer of EL1 is always configured to the stack of the runtime system, while

the stack pointer of EL0 is always configured to the stack of the application. This ensures,

every interrupt handling is completely processed on the stack of the runtime system and

not on the stack of the application.

EL1

EL0 application application

interrupt handling

Euse sp el1 use sp el0

Figure 3.7: Exception Level Changing while Interrupt Handling

Figure 3.7 shows how the interrupt handling is processed. An interrupt, happening during

the execution of the application on EL0 causes the hardware to use the stack pointer of

EL1, called sp el1. This stack pointer points to the stack of the runtime system, thus

no matter what the interrupt handler does, the application stack is not affected. When

the interrupt handling finishes, the exception level is changed back to EL0. Accordingly,

the stack pointer is set back by the hardware to sp el0, which points to the application

stack. As the application stack is not touched at all during the interrupt handling, the

application can continue the execution without restoring old values.
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3.3 Program Region Analysis

With the help of the techniques described in Section 3.2, the memory accesses of an

arbitrary test application target a dedicated memory region and are not influenced by

the rest of the runtime system. Combining this with the memory traces of the runtime

system, the memory access behavior of the application can be analyzed after performing a

simulation run. To do so, the trace files are processed and the write count for each memory

byte / cach-line is aggregated. With the help of the linker symbols, the memory areas of

the application can be separated and furthermore, the memory areas of the application

can be split into the different memory regions (stack, text, data and bss). Once the

processing of the data is done, the memory accesses can be analyzed in different ways:

• Graphical illustration

• Analytical calculations

• Input to several physical models

While the graphical illustrations help to analyze the connection between the memory

regions and a memory write pattern (e.g. like Figure 1.6), the analytical calculations

can be applied to evaluate the write behavior regarding memory lifetime considerations

(Section 1.2.1). In this thesis, the aggregated information is not passed to any further

physical models, but theoretically this is possible. Additionally, not the aggregated data

but the entire memory trace can be passed to detailed physical models to simulate a

realistic memory behavior.

However, in this thesis the memory trace is usually illustrated graphically and the achieved

endurance (AE) is calculated (Equation (1.4)) to evaluate a concrete simulation run. For

now, this evaluation is processed on four typical benchmark applications:

• bitcount is a simple application, which counts the 1 bits in a big memory region.

The application is implemented iterative, thus the memory region is processed in a

long running loop.

• fft is a recursive implementation of the fast fourier transformation. The recursive

implementation splits the data array in each run into two, half sized, arrays, one with

all elements with even indexes and another one with all elements with odd indexes.

This requires temporary arrays to be set up before each subsequent function call.

These temporary arrays are placed on the caller’s stack.

• lesolve is a solver for linear equation systems, applying the gaussian elimination

algorithm. This application is implemented iterative and processes the array of

equations in a long running loop.
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• qsort is a recursive quicksort implementation. The array of numbers to sort is a

global array and the elements are swapped within this array.

Running these applications in the simulation environment and separating the application’s

memory region, leads to memory traces, illustrated in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Memory Write Trace of Four Benchmark Applications

The illustrated memory traces can be connected to the program behavior:

• bitcount: As the application runs only a single loop over a big data array, which

reads the numbers out of the array, no write accesses are performed to the data

segment. The only written variables are the intermediate counting result and even-

tually intermediate results inside the loop. These variables are local variables and
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reside on the stack. The location of these variables never changes, thus only a small

region on the stack is written intensively.

• fft: The recursive implementation makes use of a lot of stack memory for two reasons.

First, recursive calls lead to stack frames being created for each function call, which

reside on the stack. Second, the temporary arrays are created for each function on

the stack, thus each function makes use of a big part of stack memory. All together,

the application uses a lot of the stack memory very intensively. The data itself is

never written, thus only the stack is written.

• lesolve: The memory write trace looks similar to the write trace of bitcount,

because both are applications with only one long running loop. The majority of

write accesses targets local intermediate variables on the stack, which reside in a

very small region of the stack. As lesolve solves the equation system in place, the

data segment is written.

• qsort: In comparison the recursive fft implementation, the qsort application does

not use big memory regions locally on the stack. Each function call only requires

some local variables for intermediate results. The usage of the stack anyway targets

a big memory area, because of the recursive function calls. The stack frames for the

functions take some additional space, the recursion depth determines the size of the

used stack memory accordingly. Again, the array is sorted in place, which leads to

write accesses to the data segment.

Summing up, the graphical illustrations show that the memory of the application is written

very uneven by the application. It can be observed, that there is a big difference in the

usage of the stack memory for recursive and iterative implementations. The write pattern

strongly depends on the application itself in two ways. The application logic might cause

writes to some memory regions, because variables are placed there. Additionally, the

compiler generates write accesses, for instance for stack frames for functions, which depend

on the application, but is not actively controlled by the code.

However, with respect to the memory lifetime of low endurance memory, the write behavior

observed is a bad behavior. Table 3.1 lists the calculated achieved endurance for the four

benchmark applications. A number of 100% would mean, the application uses the memory

perfectly, regarding the memory endurance. The numbers show, that all the applications

achieve a really bad endurance, due to their uneven write pattern.

bitcount fft lesolve qsort

Achieved endurance 0.12% 5.1% 0.23% 3.04%

Table 3.1: Achieved Endurance for Four Benchmark Applications
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To tackle the problem, which can be deferred from Table 3.1, several solutions have been

proposed in literature (Chapter 2). While some solutions propose software only solutions,

e.g. aging-aware memory allocators [22, 28, 21], other solutions propose a combination

of hardware and software to keep track of the aging in hardware and trigger rebalancing

actions in software or in hardware [14, 30]. The rebalancing actions usually aim to modify

a logical to physical memory mapping1 to redirect the writes from the running software,

without any corporation of the software. The decision, which memory region is remapped

to which location, usually is made by a wear-leveling algorithm.

As the software only solutions usually depend on an application support (e.g. sufficient

memory allocations need to be performed) and do not introduce an automated, relocation

based technique, they suffer in certain scenarios. For instance, in an embedded system

an application might allocate memory at the startup and use it until shutdown to write

content into it. Without an automated remapping technique, the memory where the

allocation was performed ages faster than other memory regions. The proposed hardware

based or hardware / software based solutions overcome this issue, but require special

hardware support (at least a counting mechanism for memory writes to make aging-aware

decisions). Up to now, it is unclear if this hardware support can be realized fast and

efficient enough to be provided even in small embedded systems. Currently available

memory chips with non-volatile memory, usually do not support write count tracking.

Most of the currently available memory controllers do this neither.

The disadvantages of both approaches motivate another approach, which is provided by

this thesis and is described in this chapter. The proposed approach performs aging-aware,

automated relocations, without the need for special hardware support. The approach

only uses commonly available hardware and performs the rest of the wear-leveling in soft-

ware, thus it is called ”Software Only Endurance Leveling”. The limitation on commonly

available hardware causes two major design decisions:

• The relocation of memory regions is performed by the virtual to physical memory

mapping of the MMU. Thus, the granularity of remapped memory regions is bound

to the paging granularity of the MMU, which is 4kB in the case if this thesis.

1This approach is not limited to use the mapping mechanisms of the MMU. Some proposed works intro-
duce another mapping mechanism on another granularity in hardware.
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• To make the relocation decisions aging-aware, the write count to the different virtual

memory pages is approximated by a write count sampling. This can be done without

additional hardware support, on the cost of a CPU overhead and accuracy. However,

the evaluations (Section 4.3) show that the approximation is precise enough to enable

good aging-aware relocation decisions, while causing a considerable CPU overhead.

This chapter describes the ”Software Only Endurance Leveling” approach in detail. First,

in Section 4.1 the approximation mechanism for the write counts, called endurance track-

ing, is described. This mechanism is not bound to a concrete wear-leveling algorithm, it

aims to enable arbitrary aging-aware wear-leveling algorithms. The endurance tracking

mechanism can be extended to respect physical properties of the underlying memory, so

the wear-leveling algorithms does not have to respect them. Section 4.2 introduces an

example wear-leveling algorithm, which is used for the evaluations. This wear-leveling

algorithm sorts the virtual memory pages according to their (approximated) write counts

and relocates heavy written pages to the currently least often written page. A detailed

evaluation with the 4 benchmark applications is provided in Section 4.3. First, the accu-

racy of the endurance tracking mechanism is evaluated without combined wear-leveling.

After this, the wear-leveling algorithm is activated with the approximated write counts and

the achieved endurance with wear-leveling is evaluated. After discussing the several over-

heads, the provided wear-leveling approach is compared to a hardware based aging-aware

wear-leveling algorithm from the literature. Finally, the discussion in Section 4.4 points

out the advantages and drawbacks of ”Software Only Endurance Leveling”. Especially,

the usage scenario and possibilities to hide the overhead are discussed.

4.1 Software Only Endurance Tracking

As already explained, this thesis proposes an endurance tracking mechanism, which does

not require special hardware and enables aging-aware wear-leveling algorithms, which

usually require a write count from special hardware extensions. As there usually is no

hardware, which allows to count the write requests to different memory regions, the goal of

endurance tracking cannot be achieved by a special configuration of the existing hardware.

Indeed, the endurance tracking system does not provide a precise write count to different

memory regions, but only a statistical approximation of the write distribution. As long

as this distribution is accurate enough, aging-aware wear-leveling algorithms can use the

approximation as an input and balance out the write count over different memory regions.

It is not the scope of this thesis to provide a good wear-leveling algorithm or to compare

different wear-leveling algorithms, but to enable aging-aware techniques generally with the

write approximation. Technically, already existing aging-aware wear-leveling algorithms

can be supplied with the write count approximation from the endurance tracking system,

instead of a hardware provided write count.
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In this Section, first the technical details about the endurance tracking system are pre-

sented. After this, the ability to respect additional physical models (if the write count not

directly corresponds to endurance) is discussed. In the end, the overheads, caused by the

endurance tracking system are discussed.

4.1.1 Write Distribution Recording

To record a statistical write distribution and use it as an approximation for the write

count, two main techniques are used in this thesis. The first technique is a write count

sampling. This means, the total number of writes to the entire memory is counted by a

CPU integrated performance counter (Section 3.1.3) and when the value reaches a certain

threshold, an interrupt is triggered. Usually, common CPUs allow to trigger an interrupt

once a performance counter overflows2. To cause an overflow interrupt after exceeding

a certain threshold, the performance counter register has to be programmed with the

maximum value minus the certain threshold. If this reprogramming is performed on every

overflow interrupt, the interrupt occurs whenever the counter is increased by the certain

threshold by the hardware.

void WriteMonitor :: handle_pmc_0_interrupt(uint64_t *saved_stack_base) {

...

PMC:: instance.write_event_counter (0, UINT32_MAX - MONITORING_RESOLUTION );

}

Listing 4.1: Performance Counter Reset

Listing 4.1 is an excerpt from the implementation of the endurance tracking system. The

function handle pmc 0 interrupt is called from the interrupt handling mechanism of the

bare-metal runtime system, whenever the performance counter with the number 0 causes

an overflow interrupt. The handler sets the value of the performance counter with the

number 0 to the maximum value minus the threshold.

Using this configuration of a performance counter, the real write distribution from the run-

ning application is interrupted after an equal number of performed writes. If the system

records the last written memory address on every interrupt, the result is a sampled distri-

bution with equal weights for all memory regions. Unfortunately, the last written memory

address cannot be recorded simply, because depending on the hardware implementation

of the performance counter, the interrupt might not interrupt the write instruction, which

caused the overflow of the performance counter. Thus, the written address cannot be

determined by an analysis of the interrupted program counter. To overcome this problem,

the endurance tracking system makes use of a second technique, which is called write

access trapping.

2On a 64 bit CPU, the performance counter registers usually have a width of 64 bit or at least 32 bit. To
overflow, the counter has to exceed the number of 18.446.744.073.709.551.615 or 4.294.967.295 (32 bit)
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Write access trapping means, that the interrupt handler for the performance counter

overflow does not record the last written address, but sets the MMU up in such a way,

that the next write access to any memory region causes a permission violation trap, which

has to be handled by the runtime system. This is achieved by setting the access permissions

of the monitored memory regions to not writable. Once the application tries to write a not

writable memory region, an access violation trap is caused and handled by the runtime

system. For an access violation trap, the trap handler can directly extract the causing

memory address from a dedicated register. The trap handler passes the information to

the endurance tracking system, which increases the approximated write count for the

corresponding memory region. The trap handler resets the access permissions afterwards3,

so the application can continue to execute. Applying this scheme, the written memory

address of each nth write is recorded. This results in a precisely sampled write distribution

of the application.

Performance counter initialization

Set initial access permissions (R/W)

Initialize data structures

(approximated write table)

Application execution

Performance counter 0

overflow interrupt

Set observed memory

to read only

Continue execution
Write access

trap

Increase count for

trapped address

Reset

access permissions

Figure 4.1: Workflow of the Endurance Tracking System

Figure 4.1 illustrates the flow of the write count estimation as described above. The

maintained table with approximated write counts can be either read asynchronously by

the wear-leveling algorithm, or the wear-leveling algorithm can be integrated into the

endurance tracking system and can be called on an update of the approximated write

count table.

3The bare-metal runtime system does not make any additional use of the access permissions, thus they
can be simply set and reset. If an operating system requires the access permissions for other purposes,
the corresponding permission at the end of the trap handler has to be determined again or has to be
restored from a previous taken backup.
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Limitations of the Endurance Tracking System

The implementation of the endurance tracking system permits to observe and track at

least one memory region. As the violation of the read only access permission is handled

by a trap handler, the trap handler uses at least some stack memory to process. During the

trap handling, this stack memory has to be writable by the trap handler, because otherwise

the trap handler would be always triggered again and never complete. As memory regions,

which are tracked by the endurance tracking system need to be configured read only from

time to time, the stack of the runtime system (where the trap handler executes) cannot

be tracked. As the experimental work of this thesis focuses only on the memory of a test

application, this does not give any drawback, but in a realistic setup the memory regions

from the runtime system also have to be tracked and wear-leveling also has to also be

applied. This issue could be overcome by a precise estimation of the performed write count

to the stack memory. As the implementation of the trap handler is fixed and well known,

the write count could be estimated by checking the taken branches. This estimation could

be passed to the approximated write count table instead of the information collected by

the tracking system for the memory regions of the stack of the runtime system.

The entire purpose of the endurance tracking system is to provide a statistical approxima-

tion of the write distribution of the running application to enable a wear-leveling algorithm

to perform aging-aware decisions. Theoretically, the granularity of the tracking system,

regarding time granularity and space granularity, can be configured arbitrarily. The per-

formance counter overflow could be programmed to happen after one write access, thus

every write access from the application would be trapped by the tracking system. In

consequence, the real write distribution would be recorded and not sampled statistically.

Additionally, the address, which caused the memory access violation, is available to the

trap handler as a byte exact address. Thus, the approximated write table could hold an

entry for every byte of the observed memory. Of course, configuring such a fine granularity

causes a huge overhead. If every write access from the application is trapped, the trap

handlers execute for every write access. This causes a high CPU overhead. If the approxi-

mated write count table holds an entry for every byte (e.g. at least a 4 byte counter value),

the table consumes a lot of memory space. Fortunately, these overheads can be reduced

by changing the granularities of recording. If the performance counter only overflows after

a certain number of writes, the access violation will also occur less often, because it only

occurs once after the performance counter overflow. This decreases the introduced CPU

overhead. The approximated write count table could also only hold entries for equal sized

memory blocks, which aggregate the accesses to all bytes within the blocks. This reduces

the required memory space for the table. Thus, on the cost of accuracy of the tracked

write distribution, the overhead can be configured arbitrarily.
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4.1.2 Abstraction of Physical Properties

The previous section stated the technique of approximating the write distribution of a

running application without the need for special hardware in detail. As already mentioned,

some types of non-volatile memories do not age equally on every write, sometimes even

memory cells of the same write age differently. The different aging can be caused by

multiple reasons. For instance, PCM cells can suffer from a quality variation, called process

variation [29]. Finally, this results in cells being programmed with different currents and

thus, aging differently on every write. If a systems aims to achieve the maximum possible

endurance on such a system, the process variation has to be respected and the strong cells

have to be written more often than the weak cells. Up to a certain level, such physical

models can be integrated into the endurance tracking system and can be abstracted to the

wear-leveling algorithm. The basic steps are explained subsequently with the example of

process variation.

During production, the quality of the cells is determined and the programming current is

chosen according to the cell quality. Additionally, this information can be made accessible

for the operting system by putting it into a read only memory (ROM) region. Doing this,

the operating system knows, which cells or group of cells are programmed with which

current and can determine the maximum write count for each cell according to a defined

model. Knowing the maximum write count, the operating system can compute an aging

factor for the different cells or group of cells. For instance, if one group of cells endures

1000 writes and another one endures 1500 writes, the first group would get a factor of

1.5, while the second group would get a factor of 1. This factor is multiplied with the

approximated write count by the endurance tracking system and passed to the balancing

algorithm afterwards. As the balancing algorithm aims to apply the same number of writes

to all memory cells, it would apply mostly 1.5 times more writes to the second group,

because the number is growing more slowly. Under the assumption, that the wear-leveling

algorithm balances the write count incrementally and tries to reach an even balance at

any point in time, the maximum endurance with respect to process variation could be

achieved this way.

Obviously, the abstraction of physical properties only can work if the granularity of the

physical property is equal or coarser than the spatial granularity of the endurance tracking

system. For instance, if the endurance tracking system counts writes on the granularity

of 4 kB virtual memory pages, it cannot respect a physical property which differs on the

granularity of less than 4 kB. The example of process variation is not the only case, which

could be handled by this technique. Any physical property, which can be reflected by a

factor, which is multiplied with the approximated write count, can be respected using this

technique. As the interface to the wear-leveling algorithm does not change at all, this

technique is transparent to the wear-leveling algorithm. It balances out the writes to the
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memory, respecting the physical mode, without actively knowing the physical model at

all.

4.1.3 Granularity and Overhead Considerations

The previous sections point out, that there are several advantages and disadvantages

when using different spatial and temporal granularities for the endurance tracking system.

Choosing the best configuration might be a difficult task, but this subsection gives an

overview, how the granularity might be chosen. First, the spatial granularity highly de-

pends on the later applied wear-leveling algorithm. If the algorithm performs relocations

only on a certain granularity, it is sufficient to estimate the write count on this granularity.

A finer-grained write distribution cannot be respected, because relocations will never be

performed on a finer granularity. For the wear-leveling algorithm in this thesis, the spatial

granularity is configured to 4 kB, because the relocations are performed with the MMU

on a 4 kB granularity. The memory overhead for the approximated write count table can

be calculated easily. If 4 GB of memory are observed on a granularity of 4 kB and each

entry consists of a 4 byte counter, the entire table requires 4 MB. Usually, this amount of

memory should be a considerable overhead in a system with 4 GB main memory. However,

if the spatial overhead is too high, the granularity still can be reduced and the overhead

saved. This affects the quality of the write count estimation and thus the quality of the

wear-leveling.

The second configurable granularity is the temporal granularity. For this granularity no

value can be deduced from the wear-leveling algorithm, but from a knowledge about the

application. If the application performs most of the writes to a small memory region, a

coarser temporal granularity still captures most of the written memory regions. If the

application writes a lot of memory regions in big time intervals in contrast, a coarse time

granularity misses a lot written memory regions. If some knowledge about the write be-

havior of the application exists, this could be used to decide for a temporal granularity.

If this knowledge is not available, it might be collected during runtime. If the currently

recorded write distribution seems to be scattered over large memory regions, the run-

time system could try to increase the temporal granularity dynamically and test, if the

approximated distribution contains more details. The same technique works vice versa,

if the currently recorded write distribution seems to target only a small memory region.

The runtime system could try to decrease the temporal granularity in that case and test,

if the approximated write distribution losses details. Such a dynamic technology is not

implemented in the runtime system right now, but it could help to make a goof decision

for the temporal granularity. The CPU overhead regarding the recording of the write

distribution is directly determined by the temporal granularity (i.e. the frequency of the

performance counter overflow). If the frequency is divided by 2, only half the number of
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records have to be captured and the additional CPU overhead only introduces half the

number of additional cycles. In an embedded system, real-time or performance constraints

might limit the temporal granularity to an upper bound, due to the CPU overhead.

For both granularities, not only the introduced memory and CPU overhead might be

interesting, but also the changed write behavior of the runtime system. For the evaluations

of this thesis no wear-leveling of the runtime system is performed, but it would be in a

realistic scenario. The execution of the endurance tracking system itself requires wear-

leveling, because a lot of memory writes are spent in the trap handlers on the stack.

The finer the granularities are configured, the more writes are performed by the tracking

system and the more wear-leveling has to be done for the tracking system. This would

introduce an additional overhead.

4.2 Online Endurance Balancing Algorithm

Up to here, the described endurance tracking system is completely independent from the

applied wear-leveling algorithm. To evaluate finally, if the approximated write distribution

is precise enough to enable aging-aware wear-leveling, the endurance tracking system has to

be executed together with a lightweight wear-leveling algorithm. Doing this, the resulting

memory trace point out, if the writes from the application are equally balanced by the

entire setup. This section describes the implementation of the wear-leveling algorithm,

used for the evaluation.

Regarding to the literature, different wear-leveling algorithms and data structures have

been proposed to make aging-aware relocation decisions. Usually, these algorithms try

to exchange the physical location of heavy written (hot) and less often written (cold)

memory regions. The memory regions are typically managed in a data structure, which is

optimized to identify the corresponding hot and cold pages quickly. Following this idea, the

wear-leveling algorithm in this thesis also uses a data structure to manage memory regions

(i.e. virtual memory pages) with respect to their (approximated) write count. The data

structure supports a fast identification of the the least often written page and supports

efficient updates. Section 4.2.1 describes the implementation of the data structure and

how the virtual memory pages are managed within this data structure. After this, the

integration of the wear-leveling algorithm and the endurance tracking system is described.

Finally, Section 4.2.3 details the implementation of the relocation routine.

4.2.1 RBTree Based Page Management

As the management data structure, the wear-leveling algorithm implements a Red-Black

Tree (RBTree) [10], which is ordered according to the approximated write count for each

virtual memory page. A RBTree basically is a binary tree, which is guaranteed to be

balanced. This is achieved by maintenance operations at insertion and deletion of nodes,
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which use a binary coloring of each node. A set of rules for color sequences in the tree

ensures the balance. As the tree is balanced, a node (i.e. the current minimum) can

be determined with logarithmic runtime. Additionally, insertion and deletion are also

fast. At the setup of the wear-leveling algorithm, all balanced virtual memory pages

are inserted into the tree. Once a relocation is triggered for a virtual memory page,

the current minimum (the least often written page) is extracted from the tree. Both

pages are exchanged (the hot page is remapped to the cold page and vice versa) and the

approximated write count for the former cold page is increased. The tree is not sorted

directly among the write counts provided by the tracking system, because every update

would require a reordering of the tree. Instead, the tree maintains a secondary counter

for each virtual memory page, which is only modified during a remapping of the page. As

remappings are triggered whenever the approximated write count from the tracking system

exceeds a certain threshold, the secondary counter reflects the write distribution precisely.

After the former cold page is reinserted into the tree4, the execution can continue.

Using this technique, the approximated write count to each virtual memory page is bal-

anced incrementally. Whenever the page is determined as the least often written page, it

is reinserted with an increased approximated write count. Thus, all pages become the cur-

rently least written page at a certain time and the approximated write counts are always

close together.

10

4 25

1 8 12 63

AEC = 25

Physical address:
0xa2000

Logical address:
0xb8000

Figure 4.2: Organization of the Virtual Memory Pages in a RBTree

Figure 4.2 illustrates the management of the virtual memory pages within the tree. The

Assumed Endurance Count (AEC) is the secondary counter, maintained by the tree. Each

node stores three pieces of information about the virtual memory page. First the AEC,

which is used to order the tree and additionally the logical and physical address. While

the logical address never changes and only is used to a identify a page inside the tree, the

physical address is updated, whenever a remapping is performed with the corresponding

4The former hot page does not need to be reinserted, because the approximated write count did not
change. The only modification is the physical memory mapping. As this does not affect the structure
of the tree, it can be updated without removing the corresponding node from the tree.
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virtual memory page. The storing of the physical address in the RBTree saves the lookup

of the physical address in the virtual memory pagetable. The tree is implemented in a

way, that the nodes are placed in a consecutive array, ordered among their virtual memory

addresses. The structure of the tree is provided through child pointers in every node. The

placement of the nodes in this array, allows to change the physical address information

of a known virtual memory page, without searching or touching it inside the tree. This

is used to update the physical mapping of the page, that caused the relocation, because

only the AEC of the target page is modified and thus, only the target page needs to be

extracted and reinserted into the tree.

4.2.2 Integration in the Tracking System

The previous subsection explains the detailed usage of a RBTree to manage the virtual

memory pages according to their current write count. The wear-leveling is achieved by

exchanging hot pages with the currently least often written page, which is extracted from

the tree. It is also explained, that the wear-leveling algorithm maintains its own endurance

counter for the virtual memory pages, thus the integration of the wear-leveling algorithm

into the endurance tracking system is very simple. As the endurance tracking system

anyway is driven by interrupts (performance counter overflows and access permission vio-

lations), the wear-leveling algorithm is called directly during the interrupt service routine

(ISR) of the access permission violation interrupt. During the ISR, the endurance tracking

system increases the approximated write count for the faulting virtual memory page. Once

the approximated write count exceeds a configured threshold, the wear-leveling algorithm

is called. The wear-leveling algorithm extract the target page from the tree and remaps

the faulting and the target page. The assumed endurance count of the wear-leveling al-

gorithm is adjusted and the interrupt handling finishes. The threshold, which has to be

exceeded to call the wear-leveling algorithm, is another configuration option, which can

control the overhead for page relocations. By reducing the overhead, respectively increas-

ing the threshold, less relocations are performed and thus, the achieved endurance of the

wear-leveling might be worse.

The integration of the wear-leveling algorithm of this thesis into the endurance tracking

system requires a certain corporation of the endurance tracking system and the wear-

leveling algorithm. The tracking system keeps track of the threshold and calls the wear-

leveling algorithm only when the threshold is exceeded. Accordingly, the wear-leveling

algorithm has to provide an interface to the endurance tracking system, which can be

called when the threshold is exceeded and the faulting address can be passed. This imple-

mentation saves some overhead, but is somehow specific to the used algorithm. Technically,

the endurance tracking system can offer a more generic interface, to enable arbitrary wear-

leveling algorithms to use the approximated write count. The most simple interface would
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be to maintain a table with the approximated write count at a central memory location,

thus a wear-leveling algorithm can read out the information and take action. It could

be also possible, to allow the wear-leveling algorithm to implement an observer interface,

which is notified when the table is updated. However, as it is not the scope of this thesis

to run different wear-leveling algorithms on top of the endurance tracking system, this

interface is not implemented.

4.2.3 Relocation Implementation

The RBTree based wear-leveling algorithm is notified about a hot page and selects a target

cold page to exchange the hot and the cold page. This exchanging requires two actions.

First, the virtual memory mapping has to be adjusted in a way, that the virtual memory

page of the hot page is mapped to the physical location of the cold page and vice versa.

Once the logical remapping is done, the TLB maintenance has to be performed to ensure

the new mapping is applied by the MMU.

MMU:: instance.set_page_mapping(vm_page , (void *) target.phys_address );

MMU:: instance.invalidate_tlb_entry(vm_page );

MMU:: instance.set_page_mapping ((void *)former_vm , (void *) physical_address );

MMU:: instance.invalidate_tlb_entry ((void *) former_vm );

Listing 4.2: Virtual Address Remapping

Listing 4.2 is extracted from the implementation and illustrates how the adjustment of the

logical memory mapping is performed. The vm page holds a pointer to the virtual address

of the memory page, which is hot and has to be relocated to a cold page. target is the

cold page, which is extracted from the tree. physical address is the physical address,

which was mapped to the hot virtual memory page originally. It can be observed in the

code, that the TLB entries, corresponding to the virtual address, are invalidated after the

mapping of the virtual page is changed.

Secondly, the content of both memory pages has to be exchanged to maintain the perspec-

tive of the running application. The application still expects the data to be placed at a

certain virtual memory address. By changing the physical mapping and also the physical

content, this is ensured. The copying of the data itself requires a spare memory location

as a buffer. This buffer location could be only the size of a single byte, or the size of

an entire virtual memory page. In this setup, the size of the buffer is set to the size of

a virtual memory page for two reasons. First, the copying of a big, consecutive memory

region can be done faster and more efficient in most hardware architectures than copying

single bytes from alternating locations (hot page to buffer, cold page to hot page, buffer to

cold page). Secondly, wear-leveling should be also applied to the buffer region in a mature

setup, because it is written on every relocation. If the buffer has the size of a virtual

memory page, all memory cells within the buffer are written equally often, which achieves
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a perfect wear-level within the page. The page based relocation can remap the physical

location of the buffer from time to time, according to an approximated write count5.

4.3 Evaluation

The previous sections of this chapter point out the basic concept as well as the implemen-

tation detail of the endurance tracking system and the wear-leveling algorithm. To state

the quality of these approaches, evaluations are performed with four different benchmark

applications. In this section, the same benchmark applications as in Section 3.3 are used

to evaluate the approaches. Generally, all evaluations are executed in the simulation en-

vironment (Section 3.1), analytically evaluated according to Section 1.2.1 and graphically

analyzed with the tools, described in Section 3.3. For every evaluation run, the configured

parameters of the endurance tracking system and the wear-leveling system are described

and the results are discussed. In this section, first the endurance tracking system is an-

alyzed regarding the approximation of the real write count distribution in Section 4.3.1.

After this, the wear-leveling algorithm is executed on top of the endurance tracking sys-

tem to evaluate, if the approximated write count is detailed enough to enable aging-aware

wear-leveling (Section 4.3.2). Section 4.3.3 gives an overview about the overheads, caused

by the tracking system and the wear-leveling algorithm. It is also discussed, how the

overhead can be hidden. Finally, this section concludes with a direct comparison of the

wear-leveling algorithm combined with the endurance tracking system to a fine-grained,

hardware based wear-leveling approach in Section 4.3.4.

4.3.1 Endurance Tracking

As already has been pointed out in detail, the endurance tracking system can be configured

regarding the spatial and temporal granularity. Because of the MMU based wear-leveling

algorithm, the spatial granularity doesn’t need to be finer than the size of virtual memory

pages, because the algorithm anyway only relocates entire virtual memory pages. Setting

the granularity to multiples of virtual memory pages is possible, but not considered in this

evaluation. The reason is that the real write distribution from the benchmark applications

(Figure 3.8) already shows a high non-uniformity within virtual memory pages. Thus,

relocating virtual memory pages only can not achieve perfect results anyway. This effect

would be increased by choosing a courser granularity on purpose. Finally, the spatial

granularity for the endurance tracking system is always 4 kB in all evaluations.

5The remapping of the buffer requires no buffer space, because the buffer region contains no content,
which has to be kept. The buffer region does not even has to be monitored by the endurance tracking
system, because the number of writes per relocations is well known. The number of relocations can
simply be counted and thus, the approximated write count for the buffer region can be determined
precisely without the endurance tracking system.
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The temporal granularity, respectively the threshold after which amount of write accesses

a new record should be captured, might be configured to an arbitrary value. Setting this

value to extreme low values causes a high CPU overhead while the accuracy might not be

increased that much. In this evaluation, the temporal granularity is set to a threshold of

1000 write accesses and of 5000 writes accesses. For both configurations, the benchmark

applications are executed like in Figure 3.8, but the endurance tracking system is activated.

The endurance tracking system does not trigger the wear-leveling algorithm at all, thus

only the approximated write distribution is recorded. Once the benchmark finishes the

execution, the collected write distribution approximation is printed out. These results are

graphically illustrated in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Approximated Write Distribution - 1000 Writes Threshold (Left) and 5000 Writes
Threshold (Right)

It can be observed in the figure, that the basic characteristics of the write distribution

is reflected in the approximation for a threshold of 1000 writes cycles as well as for a

threshold of 5000 write cycles. Compared to the real write distribution of the benchmark

applications (Figure 3.8), extreme small and high peaks are reflected less properly, because

the absolute number of writes causing these peaks is low. This can lead to a loss of the

peak during the sampling, because the sample might never be recorded while accessing a

byte our of the peak. In comparison, the scattered stack usage of fft and qsort is reflected

properly. The different configured temporal granularity only has minor influence on the

approximation of these memory regions, thus the overhead can be saved here. However, the

results show, that the write count approximation can supply sufficient information about

the memory age when the real write distribution has not too much non-uniformity in small
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regions. As this non-uniformity in small regions (e.g. a peak of some bytes) anyway cannot

be handled by the wear-leveling algorithm later, because relocations are always done at

a granularity of 4kB, a proper reflection of small peaks in the approximation would not

bring as much benefit as the proper detection of less non-uniform patterns within the

distribution. For the lesolve benchmark, the accesses to the data segment are reflected

and can influence the relocation decisions later.

4.3.2 Endurance Leveling

The previous evaluation shows, that the write distribution of an application can be re-

flected in the approximated write distribution, which is recorded by the software only

endurance tracking system. As explained in Section 4.2.2, the example wear-leveling algo-

rithm is integrated into the tracking system and applied on the benchmark applications.

Basically, for the tracking system the same configurability is given. The spatial and tem-

poral granularity can be set and thus, the overhead and quality of the endurance tracking

can be controlled. For the wear-leveling algorithm, an additional parameter can be con-

figured. The wear-leveling algorithm is triggered from the tracking system, whenever the

approximated write count for one memory region reaches a threshold. This threshold is

the additional configuration parameter.

As already discussed before, the spatial granularity is set to 4 kB, which is the size of

a virtual memory page. The temporal granularity is set to two different values again,

a threshold of 1000 writes, called fast balancing, and a threshold of 5000 writes, called

slow balancing. The trigger threshold for the wear-leveling algorithm is always set to the

minimum of 1, because for the slow balancing configuration this leads to only 7 relocation

actions during the entire run of the bitcount benchmark. A further reduction of the

triggered relocations by changing the parameter might be considerable in case of the

memory overhead, but the impact on the quality of the wear-leveling is extremely high,

because not every page of the balanced memory can be relocated at least once. This would

lead to some pages remaining cold, while the hot pages are only relocated to some other

pages.

Figure 4.4 shows the resulting memory trace when the slow balancing configuration is

applied on the four benchmark applications. The results can be compared to the baseline

without any wear-leveling (Figure 3.8). It can be observed, that the relocation system

works and relocates heavy written pages to other pages in such a way, that the entire

balanced memory space is used. Specifically for each benchmark application, different

observations can be made.

• The bitcount application accesses a small part of the memory very intensively,

which is detected by the tracking system properly. Thus, the virtual memory page

holding this memory region is relocated to the other, less used memory pages. As the
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benchmark only causes 7 relocations in total, not every physical page can hold the hot

page. This can be fixed by a longer running application or a more frequent balancing.

It can be also observed, that the non-uniformity within the virtual memory pages

cannot be resolved, because only entire pages are relocated.
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Figure 4.4: Slow Balancing (Endurance Tracking with Integrated Wear-leveling)

• The fft benchmark achieves the optically best result from the four benchmark ap-

plications. This benchmark uses by default a bigger part of the memory (even more

than one virtual memory page) and thus has less non-uniformity within pages. The

relocation leads to a more equal write distribution over all the memory in conse-

quence. The approximation of the write distribution provides sufficient information

to perform aging-aware relocation decisions.
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• The lesolve benchmark in contrast achieves a bad balancing, because already the

evaluation of the tracking system shows, that the peak write is not captured properly.

Thus, the page containing the peak is not relocated to all other physical memory

pages. Only the virtual memory pages containing the data segment are tracked

properly and relocated accordingly.

• The qsort benchmark uses again a a bigger memory region, but has higher non-

uniformity within virtual memory pages than the fft benchmark. Thus, all memory

pages show mostly the same write pattern after relocation, which is non-uniform.

However, with coarse-grained memory relocations only, an even balance all over

the memory cannot be achieved, because the memory regions are always copied

to other regions with the same alignment. A non-uniformity within the relocation

granularity cannot be resolved. Anyway the results of the qsort benchmark show

again that relocation decisions are made aging-aware, according to the approximated

write distribution.

Setting the endurance tracking system to the fast balancing configuration (write count

threshold of 1000 write cycles) has two major effects. On the one hand, the approximated

write distribution is captured more precisely and supplies better information to make

aging-aware decisions. On the other hand, while keeping the trigger for relocation actions

at 1, relocations are triggered 5 times as often as with the slow balancing configuration6.

This leads to hot pages being relocated around the memory space more often. Different

effects of the changed parameter can be observed for the different benchmark applications.

• The bitcount benchmark suffers from a low total number of relocations (7) in the

slow balancing run. As the number is increased now (36 relocations in total), the

hot pages can be relocated to all other memory pages at least once. The uneven

distribution of the left and right memory half is caused by the fact, that the sim-

ulation is aborted after 36 relocations. Considering the number of virtual memory

pages (14), and the fact that relocations target the physical page with the lowest

address when pages have the same assumed endurance, the simulation is stopped

when the relocation is performed to the the 8th memory page (36 mod 14). This

can be identified in the figure.

• The fft benchmark shows a more even balance for the fast balancing than for the

slow balancing. As the write behavior of the application is not constant during the

execution, a higher non-uniformity within the virtual memory pages is achieved while

6It is also possible to set the temporal granularity of the endurance tracking system high, but perform
not more relocation actions by adjusting the trigger for the wear-leveling algorithm accordingly. As the
evaluation of the endurance tracking system already shows, the effects on the approximation quality
of the write distribution are only minor, thus the resulting balanced memory trace would not differ
much. However, performing an exhaustive analysis of parameter combinations is not in the scope of
this thesis.
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keeping a hot virtual memory page mapped to the same physical location for a long

time. The fast balancing configuration remaps the hot pages more often, thus the

write behavior applied to each physical memory pages is shuffled and thus different.

This leads to a certainly lower non-uniformity within each page.
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Figure 4.5: Fast Balancing (Endurance Tracking with Integrated Wear-leveling)

• For the lesolve benchmark, the increased quality of the approximated write dis-

tribution can be observed. The hot page with a small peak of memory accesses is

detected better in the approximation and thus, the relocation actions target the hot

page more often. Still, the result does not reach an even balance over all the man-

aged memory region, which indicates that the detection of the hot memory region

still is not done properly.

• The qsort benchmark achieves a better uniformity over all the managed memory

with the fast balancing configuration, than with the slow balancing configuration.
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Especially the high peak of the last virtual memory page is distributed better over

the physical memory region. This is a result of better approximation and more

relocation actions. However, the non-uniformity within memory pages could not be

resolved much better for the fast balancing than for the slow balancing.

To conclude the evaluation of the wear-leveling algorithm integrated into the endurance

tracking system, the achieved endurance according to Equation (1.4) is calculated for the

fast and slow balancing configuration.

bitcount fft lesove qsort

without balancing 0.1% 5.1% 0.2% 3%

slow balancing 1% 26% 0.5% 7.8%

fast balancing 2.7% 43% 2% 29%

Table 4.1: Achieved Endurance of Wear-leveling and Endurance Tracking

Table 4.1 lists the resulting achieved endurance values for both balancing configurations in

comparison to the achieved endurance without any wear-leveling actions. The table shows,

that for all benchmarks the achieved endurance can be improved. It should be noticed,

that the calculation of the achieved endurance is based on the write distribution from the

simulation run for the application memory. Thus, the additional writes for the relocation

actions are part of the simulated run and influence the calculation. As the additional

writes for relocations are completely uniform within pages and are additionally applied

according to the age based decisions of the wear-leveling algorithm, they significantly

improve the achieved endurance. However, the evaluation of the write overhead shows

that for all benchmarks the wear-leveling incurs an overhead of at most 100%. As for all

benchmarks under all balancing configurations the achieved endurance is improved by at

least a factor of 2, the improvement is not only caused by the additional writes at all.

4.3.3 Overhead

The topic of overhead is already mentioned in the previous subsection. Generally, the

endurance tracking system and the wear-leveling algorithm cause two types of overhead:

• Due to additional calculations, management of data structures, interrupt handling,

MMU reconfigurations, etc. a certain CPU overhead is introduced. The CPU over-

head can be controlled by the frequency of the endurance tracking system and the

wear-leveling algorithm. Of course, saving CPU overhead is on cost of approximation

and wear-leveling quality in this case.

• Due to relocation actions from the wear-leveling algorithm, a memory write overhead

is introduced. As already mentioned, the additional writes are completely uniform
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within memory pages (because always an entire page is copied) and are also aging-

aware, because the relocation is always performed aging-aware. Thus, the additional

writes improve the achieved endurance because the total memory write distribution

is more uniform with the additional writes. Concluding from this, the additional

memory write overhead should be considered when evaluating the improvement of

wear-leveling algorithms (see Section 4.4).

Both types of overhead can be quantified simply with the results of the simulation execu-

tion. The required execution time of a simulation can be easily measured in clock cycles,

thus the CPU overhead can be determined by comparing the required clock cycles from

a baseline simulation and a simulation with endurance tracking (and wear-leveling). The

calculation is provided in Equation (4.1).

CPU Overhead = (
#clock cycles

#clock cycles baseline
− 1) · 100% (4.1)

The additional memory write overhead can be obtained similarly by comparing the total

number of writes to the memory in the trace files of the simulation. The calculation for

the write overhead is provided in Equation (4.2).

Write Overhead = (
#memory writes

#memory writes baseline
− 1) · 100% (4.2)

Using the equations stated above, the overheads can be calculated for the endurance

tracking and the endurance tracking combined with wear-leveling for the four benchmark

applications.

CPU Overhead bitcount fft lesolve qsort

endurance tracking only (5000 writes threshold) 0.8% 11.1% 1.5% 2.0%
endurance tracking only (1000 writes threshold) 5.1% 61.5% 9.8% 11.3%
slow balancing 15.1% 188.3% 29.2% 32.6%
fast balancing 76.7% 876.8% 144.7% 164.8%

Write Overhead bitcount fft lesolve qsort

slow balancing 18.4% 20.2% 20.3% 20.0%
fast balancing 95.0% 93.7% 100.7% 101.2%

Table 4.2: CPU and Write Overhead for the Benchmark Applications

Table 4.2 states the result of the overhead calculations. It can be seen, that the CPU

overhead highly depends on the running application (depending on the relation between

execution time and the number of memory write accesses). The write overhead turns

out to be mostly constant for different applications and the same wear-leveling configu-

ration. This is explained by the fact, that additional write operations, mostly caused by

relocations, are triggered on a certain threshold of write operations.
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However, the overhead evaluations show that the software only wear-leveling setup might

cause a big CPU and write overhead. In certain scenarios (e.g. real-time systems with

timing constraints) such overheads might be inconsiderable but an improvement in the

achieved endurance is desired. As already stated, the overheads can be reduced by config-

uring the endurance tracking system and the wear-leveling algorithm accordingly, which

usually leads to less improvement in the achieved endurance. In fact, the improvement of

the achieved endurance does not directly depend on the frequency of relocation actions, as

long as the number of relocations is sufficient and the behavior of the running application

is somehow constant. If this scenario is given (e.g. a long or even infinite running algo-

rithm), the wear-leveling can be configured to work on a lower frequency and thus cause

a lower overhead and still reach a considerable improvement of the achieved endurance.

For instance, the fft benchmark is extended to run 20 times as long as the previous

benchmark run and the slow balancing configuration is applied. The difference is, that

the trigger threshold for the wear-leveling algorithm is set to 15 instead of 1. This results

in an achieved endurance of 27.3%, a CPU overhead of 32.4% and a write overhead of

1.39%. Comparing this to the fast balancing configuration for the normal benchmark run,

the resulting memory lifetime is mostly the same. The fast balancing configuration im-

proves the achieved endurance by a factor 8.4, while introducing a memory write overhead

of 93.7%. Thus, during the memory lifespan the benchmark application can perform 4.4

times as much runs as without any endurance tracking or wear-leveling actions. The slow

balancing configuration for the long running benchmark improves the achieved endurance

by a factor of 5.4 by introducing an write overhead of 1.39%. In consequence, the applica-

tion can perform 5.2 times as much runs as without any modifications. Summing up, high

memory and CPU overheads can be avoided by an appropriate configuration when the

executing software is known to result in a similar write pattern over a long time period.

4.3.4 Comparison to Start Gap Wear-leveling [26]

Comparing the evaluation results of the software only wear-leveling approach in this thesis

is not directly possible. This thesis does not focus on the wear-leveling algorithm itself,

thus a comparison to other aging-aware wear-leveling algorithms is not reasonable. The

software only endurance tracking system can hardly be compared to a hardware based

approach, because it is completely unclear by now, how this might be realized and in-

fluences the software. In fact, this subsection compares the evaluation results to a non

aging-aware, hardware based fine-grained wear-leveling approach, namely Start Gap [26].

This approach requires no hardware for memory write counting, because it is not aging-

aware. The hardware for relocations seems to be realizable in a simple manner, because

the relocation mapping is calculated analytically and does not require big mapping tables.

The CPU overhead for the Start Gap approach cannot be estimated because the influence
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of the relocation hardware on the CPU execution cannot be estimated, but for the memory

write overhead only the copy actions for relocating memory regions can be assumed to

cause an overhead. These actions can be estimated precisely.

The idea of Start Gap is to perform relocations on the granularity of cache-lines. The basic

concept is to have a memory region, which is balanced. Additionally to all the cache-lines

within this memory region, a spare cache-line, called gap line, exists. The gap line is moved

line by line through the balanced memory region, which means the content of the previous

cache-line is copied to the gap line and thus, the previous cache-line becomes the new gap

line. Once the gap line reaches the upper bound of the balanced memory region, it wraps

around to the bottom and continues. This behavior leads to the entire balanced memory

region being moved one cache-line further whenever the gap line passes all cache-lines one

time. Over time, this leads to a circular movement of the entire memory region and thus,

to a non aging-aware balancing of the writes to the underlying physical cache-lines. Due

to the fixed remapping scheme from logical to physical cache-lines, the remapping can be

done according to a function and not according to big relocation tables. As cache-lines

are assumed to be written entirely, no non-uniformity within cache-lines exists and has

to be resolved by the wear-leveling scheme. Additionally, this makes the memory write

overhead highly controllable by the frequency of gap line movements (Moving the gap line

every n th write access leads to a write overhead of 1/n).
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Figure 4.6: Simulated Write Distribution of Start Gap Wear-leveling on the fft Benchmark (Nor-
mal (Left) and 20 Times Extended Run (Right))

To compare to the Start Gap approach, a simulator for the resulting memory write distri-

bution is developed and applied. The original trace file from a simulation run is processed

and the memory writes are accumulated to the Start Gap remapping function. The cache-

line size is assumed as 256 bytes, like in [26]. Cache-lines are always assumed to be written
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entirely, thus the write count for all bytes within a cache-line is increased on a write access

to a cache-line. The Start Gap algorithm itself is configured to move the gap line every

50 th write access, thus a memory write overhead of 2% is introduced.

In comparison, the software only wear-leveling algorithm is applied on the same application

with a configuration, which causes < 2% write overhead (write count trigger of 5000 for

the endurance tracking system and a trigger of 15 for the wear-leveling algorithm). The

resulting achieved endurance is presented in Table 4.3.

normal fft run 20x extended fft run

Start Gap 27.5% 81.3%

Software Only (< 2% write overhead) 7.67% 27.73%

Table 4.3: Achieved Endurance of Start Gap Wear-leveling Compared to Software Only Wear-
leveling

Figure 4.6 shows, that during the normal benchmark execution not the entire memory

region could be targeted by Start Gap approach. This is resolved by configuring Start Gap

to perform the relocations faster or by extending the benchmark to run longer. Table 4.3

points out, that for sufficient execution time the Start Gap configuration can achieve a very

high improvement of the achieved endurance. Nevertheless, while Start Gap improves the

achieved endurance by a factor of up to 15.9, the software only wear-leveling achieves an

improvement of a factor of up to 5.4 while introducing the same memory write overhead.

Considering that Start Gap operates on a finer granularity, which has no non-uniformity

within the relocated memory regions the software only approach is still comparable.

4.4 Discussion

This chapter presents a software only endurance tracking and wear-leveling approach for

the main memory, which is independent of the underlying memory hardware. Summing up,

the techniques are implemented in a runtime environment and are proven to work. Detailed

evaluations on the quality of the approach and the introduced overheads are provided.

This section summarizes the key details and points out the insights. First, Section 4.4.1

sums up the technique itself and the observations made during the evaluation. After this,

Section 4.4.2 discusses the hardware requirements, which still exist for the software only

approach. In the end, the evaluated endurance improvement is related to memory lifetime

and the general usability of the software only approach is discussed in Section 4.4.3 and

Section 4.4.4.
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4.4.1 Summary of Page Based Memory Relocation

Summing up, the key component of the entire system is the memory write distribution

approximation. The approximation is recorded by sampling the real write distribution

and directly passed to an arbitrary aging-aware wear-leveling algorithm. This enables

aging-aware wear-leveling without having access to write counts of the memory hardware.

Of course, the approximation is less accurate than hardware provided information, but

evaluations show that the approximation is still accurate enough to make aging-aware

decisions. The software only endurance tracking system introduces a certain CPU overhead

to record the approximated distribution. The overhead can be controlled by setting the

sampling frequency of the endurance tracking system, but the evaluations also show, that

very uneven write distributions are reflected too imprecisely when the sampling frequency

is low.

The wear-leveling algorithm can be chosen to be an arbitrary aging-aware algorithm. For

this thesis, a self written algorithm is used, which sorts memory regions according to

their (approximated) age in an efficient data structure. Relocations of heavy written page

always target the currently least written page. As the only way to perform relocations

without the application’s corporation is through the virtual memory mapping of the MMU,

the granularity of the software only approach is bound to 4kB.

Finally, the evaluation shows a mixed result. It can be concluded, that aging-aware wear-

leveling can be done without the support from special hardware and an improvement

of the achieved memory endurance can be reached. The introduced overhead by the

entire wear-leveling system can also be controlled and kept low for a certain, reasonable

setup. However, the evaluations show clearly that the granularity of 4kB is a problem

for a lot of applications. The write behavior of the applications is highly non-uniform

within the granularity of 4kB, which is mostly caused by the stack region of the executed

applications. The non-uniformity within memory pages cannot be resolved by relocating

memory pages to 4kB aligned memory regions. It is shown, that an approach, which has no

non-uniformity within the relocated memory regions can improve the achieved endurance

a lot more. The compared approach in this thesis is a hardware based approach and

requires special hardware support.

4.4.2 Summary of Hardware Requirements

Even if the wear-leveling system of this thesis is always called software only, it requires a

certain hardware support to work. In comparison to other, hardware based approaches,

this approach does not require special hardware, which is not available in common com-

puter systems. The required hardware support for the software only approach can be

summarized in a short list:
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• A performance counting mechanism with overflow interrupts and programmable

counter registers is required to sample the real write distribution. The performance

counting mechanism has to support an event, which is directly related to the number

of write requests to the main memory (e.g. number of requests on the bus).

• A memory access permission system which allows write accesses to be forbidden

and causing a handled trap. The trap handler has to be capable of identifying the

memory address, causing the fault. This is usually provided by the access permission

system of the MMU.

• A hardware supported mechanism to remap logical memory addresses to physical

memory addresses without requiring any corporation from the running application.

Usually, the MMU provides this as the virtual memory management.

Obviously the list can be extended by further details (e.g. for the performance counter

interrupt also an interrupt controller is required, which allows the software to manage the

interrupt), but usually these techniques are widely available in modern CPUs (e.g. Intel

or ARM). A lot of microcontrollers do not provide the required hardware support, thus

this approach is mainly targeted to full featured CPUs.

4.4.3 Considerations About Memory Lifetime

The evaluations in Section 4.3 calculate the achieved endurance for certain benchmark

applications, when different configurations of the wear-leveling system are used. The

metric of achieved endurance is always relative to the ideal memory lifetime, the program

could reach under a perfect write distribution. Thus, additional overheads caused by

the wear-leveling system influence the achieved endurance. For instance, if the wear-

leveling system improves the achieved endurance by a factor of 2, this does not mean that

the software can perform the double number of computations / actions, etc. before the

memory is worn out. The improvement of the achieved endurance indeed says, that the

memory write distribution is (measured with the achieved endurance) twice as uniform

as before. This means, in mean the improved version can perform the double number of

writes before the memory is worn out. Due to the memory write overhead of the wear-

leveling system, the application requires more memory writes to perform the computations

/ actions / etc. in mean. This is measured by the write overhead. However, to identify

the improvement of executable computations / actions / etc. before the memory is worn

out, the write overhead has to be taken into consideration. Assume the improvement of

achieved endurance is given by Equation (4.3).

improvement =
achieved endurance with wear leveling

achieved endurance baseline
(4.3)
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Further assume the write overhead as a percentage of the baseline execution is given by

WO. The real improvement of executable application actions is given by Equation (4.4).

RI =
improvement

(WO/100) + 1
(4.4)

The real improvement can be calculated for the performed benchmarks and is given in

Table 4.4. Please note, that this only is related to the number of executable actions before

the memory is worn out. The improvement is completely unrelated to required CPU time.

bitcount fft lesolve qort

slow balancing 8.4 4.2 2.0 2.2

fast balancing 13.8 4.4 5.0 4.8

Table 4.4: Real Improvement (RI) of the Benchmark Executions

The results in Table 4.4 still show that the executable application actions are improved by

the wear-leveling techniques. The bitcount, lesolve and qsort benchmarks also benefit

form the fast balancing configuration.

4.4.4 Consideratons for Using a Software Only Approach

The comparison of the software-only approach and a hardware-based approach show, that

the hardware approach is capable of achieving a significantly better improvement of the

endurance than the software only approach. Additionally, some CPU overhead might

be saved by applying hardware based techniques, instead of software only techniques.

Nevertheless, the software only approach turns out to work and also improve the achieved

endurance by a reasonable factor. However, there are important reasons why a software

only solution might be favored over a hardware based solution, even if the result is worse:

• For commercial off-the-shelf hardware the hardware based techniques might simply

be not applicable at all. The memory controller may not provide an interface to read

memory write counts or aging values at all. In this case, the software only solution

can still be applied and improve the achieved endurance.

• For customized systems, always the trade-off between functionality and required chip

space has to be considered. Memory hardware providing the support for several

hardware based approaches definitely requires more chip space than simple memory

hardware. With the software only wear-leveling system, the chip space can be saved

and used for other purposes. In some scenarios it might be reasonable not to reach

perfect endurance and take the additional overhead of the software only solution.
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Previously, Chapter 4 introduces a general purpose approach for aging-aware wear-leveling,

only requiring commonly hardware support. This approach does not require the running

application to corporate with the wear-leveling service, because the performed actions are

totally transparent to the running application. Unfortunately, the limitation to common

available hardware limits the performed relocation actions to remappings, using the MMU.

Thus, the minimal granularity is the virtual page size, which is 4kB in the experimental

setup. Due to this coarse granularity, a highly non-uniform memory usage of the running

application within virtual memory pages cannot be tackled by the presented approach.

Instead, the entire virtual memory pages are relocated to other physical regions and the

same non-uniform write pattern is applied by the application. The evaluations in Sec-

tion 4.3 show that this problem leads to a suboptimal quality of the entire wear-leveling

system.

The main purpose of this thesis is to explore main memory wear-leveling techniques,

which do not require the introduction of additional hardware. Thus, a finer granularity for

memory remapping cannot be achieved. However, to overcome the issue of inter page non-

uniformity, two techniques might be considered, which do not require special additional

hardware. Both techniques aim to replace the physical location of memory units, which

are significantly smaller than a memory page.

• A relocation of small memory regions can be reached, if the relocation mechanism

does not have to be transparent to the application. With a certain application cor-

poration, single variables can be replaced to new physical locations, arrays might be

relocated with an offset of at least single CPU words and the stack pointer might be

set to a different location for each new function call [22]. These techniques can be

implemented in two ways: One way is to perform the relocation logic on the appli-

cation level (e.g. re-allocate variables on the heap from time to time instead of using

the same allocation for a long time or allocate function stack frames on the heap),

which requires major modifications to the application logic and to the application

code. The other way would be to create a basic infrastructure for relocations at the

compile time of the application. For instance, variables could be accessed through an

additional indirection layer, which is maintained by the operating system or alloca-

tions for new stack frames for function calls can be triggered for every function call.

This would require a major modification of the compiler and the application is only
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executable in an environment, where the operating system provides the according

services. However the fine-grained placement of memory contents is implemented,

the key aspect is that the memory placement is abstracted from the operating sys-

tem and is performed inside of the application. The operating system only has to

provide an allocator for fine-grained memory requests, which might be implemented

aging-aware (e.g. [22, 28, 21]).

• Without the corporation of the application, the operating system can modify the ex-

ecution environment of the application anyway. Position independent or relocatable

code might be relocated to a new physical location during the execution. Accord-

ingly the stack region can be copied and relocated to another memory region. This

technique requires two major steps. First, the application has to be paused by the

operating system, because relocations cannot be performed during application code

execution. Pausing an application usually is done with interrupts and is well sup-

ported by a lot of operating systems. Secondly, the application has to be relocatable

at all. If the application is available to the operating system as position indepen-

dent or relocatable code, the data segment might be moved while the application is

paused and the text segment can be reloaded with the new locations. Also the stack

can be copied during the pause and the stack pointer can be adjusted accordingly.

When the pause is over, the application continues with relocated locations of fine-

grained memory regions (e.g. variables). This technique faces two major advantages.

First, the relocation does not have to be integrated into the application logic at all.

Secondly, position independent or relocatable code is commonly supported by a lot

of compilers and mostly does not require recompiling the software at all. All in all,

this technique requires the operating system to take action for each module of the

executed application (variables, stack, etc.) instead of providing a common, uniform

allocator interface.

Both techniques can help to overcome a high non-uniformity on coarse-grained mem-

ory regions, when they are applied accordingly. While the first technique (a common

aging-aware allocator) has been studied widely in the literature, it faces a significant dis-

advantage. When the introduction of wear-leveling actions is performed automatically or

the application behavior is not well known at all, it is extremely complex to reach an

even wear-level all over the memory. For instance consider the example of stack frames

being allocated on the heap for every new function call. This can entirely be automated,

even without recompiling the application1. First of all, this technique leads to a high

fragmentation, because the real used amount of memory for the function’s stack frame is

not known in advance. In mean, the beginning of the allocated stack frames is used more

1A function call is usually compiled to a special assembly instruction, such as call for x86 or bl form arm.
Thus, function calls can be determined easily in a compiled binary and replaced with an appropriate
call to a relocation routine.
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than the rest of the frames accordingly. Furthermore, the usage of the allocated memory

still depends highly on the application itself. An application might spend 90% of the exe-

cution time in a single function call, which makes the dynamic allocation of stack frames

less effective. Finally, the aging of allocated memory regions can be hardly determined

without precise hardware information. Chapter 3 shows that applications may only write

single bytes on the stack or write large memory regions on the stack intensively. Thus,

the write behavior to allocated memory regions can hardly be predicted and leveled over

all allocations. Without getting precise age information from the hardware, an allover

even wear-level is very hard to achieve and to maintain for further allocations. Because

of this reasons, this technique is not considered to solve the inter page non-uniformity in

this thesis.

Fine-Grained Wear-leveling due to Stack Relocations

This thesis proposes a technique, which fits into the second category and changes the ex-

ecution environment of a running application. As already stated, a specialized technique

for every module of the application (variables, stack, text, etc.) would have to be imple-

mented to perform an allover fine-grained wear-leveling. Due to the high complexity, this

thesis only proposes one technique, targeting the applications stack. The analysis in Chap-

ter 3 shows, that the stack region faces the highest non-uniformity within coarse-grained

sections, thus it is important to target the stack region first. Of course, other techniques

for the other application modules can be implemented and applied additionally.

This chapter gives a detailed explanation of the developed stack relocation technique,

which resolves the high non-uniformity within the application stack. First of all, the

technical workflow and the implementation is stated in Section 5.1. As the movement of

the stack to another memory region is not done with the support of any address remapping,

the logical addresses of variables on the stack change during the movement of the stack. To

keep pointers and references to these variables consistent with the relocation, two possible

implementations are provided and described in Section 5.2. After this, an additional

extension is introduced in Section 5.3, which allows the application to control the stack

relocation process in such a way, that the movement of the stack becomes more efficient.

As the stack relocation technique only resolves the high non-uniformity within the stack

region, still the page based relocation from Chapter 4 has to be applied to reach an allover

even wear-level. The required steps to combine these two techniques are explained in

Section 5.4. After evaluating the stack relocation technique only and in combination with

the page relocation technique in Section 5.5, the chapter concluded with a final discussion

in Section 5.6.
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5.1 Stack Frame Relocation

As already motivated, this thesis proposes a technique to resolve the non-uniformity

of memory write accesses within the stack region of a running application. As aging-

awareness is hard to achieve without introducing special hardware for memory write count-

ing, the technique in this thesis is not aging-aware. The main goal of the technique is to

make the write accesses to the stack region mostly uniform, thus an aging-aware technique

for coarse granularities (e.g. the one proposed in this thesis in Chapter 4) can easily re-

locate the entire stack region to different physical locations and reach an allover uniform

write distribution. The results in Chapter 3 show, that applications mostly use small

amounts of the stack memory very intensively, while the rest of the stack memory remains

untouched. To tackle this issue, the stack relocation technique has to move the used stack

memory through the memory space in fine-grained steps. This ensures, that even if the

application only uses some bytes of the stack, the location of these bytes resides in all the

available stack memory at a certain time. Thus, the application writes to all the available

stack memory, even if it only uses a small set of variables.

The proposed technique in this thesis moves the stack and the content of the stack by copy-

ing the memory content of the stack and adjusting the stack pointer register afterwards.

The application uses a different memory location for the stack then, but still accesses the

same variables relative to the stack pointer. To achieve an even write distribution without

an aging-aware approach, the stack has to be moved in a circular manner through the

physical memory to achieve mostly the same write count for each memory cell over time.

The idea of the circular movement through the physical memory is adopted from the Start

Gap wear-leveling approach [26]. In this section the general concept of the circular move-

ment of the stack memory is explained first in Section 5.1.1. The routine for relocating

the stack to a new physical location is implemented in two ways. One can be called di-

rectly from the application without interaction of the operating system and is explained

in Section 5.1.2. The other one is used by the operating system to relocate the application

stack while the application is paused by the operating system. This implementation is

interrupt driven and described in Section 5.1.3.

5.1.1 Circular Stack Movement

To achieve a circular movement of the stack while copying it to a new physical location,

several aspects have to be considered. First of all, the operating system has to keep track

of some memory addresses.
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logical address space stack region
used stack

stack basestack pointer

Figure 5.1: Memory Layout of Relocated Stack

Figure 5.1 illustrates the different memory regions and addresses, which are important

for the stack relocation. First of all, the operating system has a memory region, which

is reserved for the applications stack, which is the green region in the figure. Usually,

the application starts using the stack from the highest address of the reserved region.

However, with each relocation of the stack, the stack content is copied, thus the beginning

of the used stack memory also moves through the memory region. The stack base in the

figure illustrates the address, where the first stack content of the application is placed. The

stack pointer usually points to the top of the stack, thus everything left from the stack

pointer (lower addresses) is unused and everything right from the stack pointer (higher

addresses) is currently used stack memory. In consequence, the region between the stack

base and the stack pointer contains the current stack memory from the application, which

is colored blue in the figure. The application adjusts the stack pointer to the left or to the

right, when stack memory is allocated or freed, but never adjusts the stack base. All in

all, when the stack is relocated, two major steps are performed:

1. The stack pointer is adjusted to a relocated location (e.g. subtracted 16 bytes2). For

new variables, the application anyhow uses the relocated stack pointer and place

them to the new, relocated position. The access to old variables is also done relative

to the stack pointer, thus the adjustment of the stack pointer causes the application

to access relocated memory regions for old variables. This requires a second step,

namely the copying of the old stack content.

2. As with the relocated stack pointer the application accesses old variables also at

relocated memory positions, because the access is made relative to the stack pointer,

the old memory content (between stack pointer and stack base) has to be copied

according to the relocation of the stack pointer. This also leads to a relocation of

the stack base, which is not important at all for the application execution, but for

the management information of the operating system.

Repeating these two steps regularly moves new and old stack variables through the mem-

ory, reserved for the stack region. Even if the application always writes the same variables,

2On ARMv8 architectures the stack pointer has to be aligned to 16 bytes always [1]. Thus the minimum
relocation step is 16 bytes.
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the adjustment of the stack pointer and the according copying of the content forces the

application to access different logical and physical memory locations for the same variables.

Performing exactly these steps without any additional setup leads to two significant prob-

lems. At first, the relocation will reach the end (lowest address) of the memory region,

which is reserved for the stack, at a certain point. As a circular movement is required

to achieve an even wear-level, the relocation has to wrap around to the beginning (upper

bound) of the stack memory region and continue the relocation. As the access to the

stack is always done relative to the stack pointer by the application, a wraparound is not

possible without further modifications. Additionally, the application may use arbitrary

amounts of memory, beginning from the stack pointer. To satisfy the need of stack mem-

ory at every time, the application should be able to always use the same total amount

of stack memory, before interfering with other memory regions. For each relocation step,

the total available memory for the stack becomes smaller, because the free memory left of

the stack pointer shrinks, even if the application does not extend the used stack memory.

Both problems make the stack relocation mechanism unusable and are solved in this thesis

by establishing a hardware aided wraparound memory region for the memory, which is

reserved for the stack.

Hardwrae Aided Wraparound Implementation

The idea of the hardware aided wraparound is to extend the logical address space in such

a way, that the available amount of memory left from the stack pointer always is the rest

of the memory, reserved for the stack, which is currently unused. Given the total size

s of stack memory, which is allocated by the operating system and the size u, which is

the amount of currently used stack memory (between stack base and stack pointer), the

application has to be able to always use s−u bytes by accessing addresses left of the stack

pointer (lower addresses) without interfering with other memory regions. This ensures,

that the application can use the full amount of stack memory at any time, by just using

the stack in the conventional way.

shadow region stack region

stack basestack pointer wraparound stack

Figure 5.2: Shadow Stack

The hardware wraparound support is implemented by establishing a virtual memory map-

ping for the stack, which maps the virtual memory pages of the logical stack memory to

some allocated physical pages, but also maps the same amount of virtual memory pages
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left of the virtual stack memory to exactly the same physical pages. Thus, once the ap-

plication accesses memory contents left of the reserved stack memory, the accesses are

redirected to the physical pages, which are mapped to the upper bound of the reserved

stack memory. Figure 5.2 illustrates the setup of the so-called shadow stack. The stack

pointer already crossed the border between the real and the shadow stack, thus the stack

content which is out of the real stack region is redirected to the upper end of the real stack

region. This implementation has several consequences:

• As long as the stack base is located in the real stack region and not in the shadow

region, the application can access the full amount of stack memory by accessing

addresses left of the stack pointer.

• The wraparound for the stack relocation can be implemented correctly. When a

relocation would move the stack base into the shadow region, the stack pointer is

not just relocated (subtracted the relocation offset), but additionally put back into

the stack region (add the stack memory size). Given an address x in the shadow

region, the memory content at x + size of stack memory inside the stack region is

exactly the same as the content at x. Thus, setting the stack pointer from the

shadow region to to the according location in the stack region does not change the

application’s perspective on the memory content at all.

All in all, the application might use memory addresses in the shadow region and the

operating system relocates the stack later back to the stack region. As both are fully

compatible, the application can continue the normal execution in this scenario. This

allows the operating system to perform relocations in a circular manner, such that the

used stack memory is moved around all the stack memory again and again. During all

this process, the application can access the full stack memory at any time by just accessing

addresses relative to the stack pointer. The only requirement is a virtual memory region,

which has twice the size of the reserved stack memory and an appropriate setup of the

virtual memory as the shadow and real stack.

5.1.2 Synchronous Relocation Implementation

Once the memory is configured accordingly to enable the shadow stack, the relocation

has to be performed regularly to balance the wear-level of the memory cells of the stack

region. The relocation routine itself exists in two variants, one which can be called from

the running application to perform a relocation as part of the application execution and

another one, which can be performed by the operating system during an interrupt of

the application. The version, which is called as part of the application execution has the

advantage, that it can be called at a smart point of the execution, when the currently used

stack memory is small and thus the overhead for copying the stack is smaller. However,
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copying the stack of the application requires the stack to not be touched during the

copying. As the synchronous relocation is called from the application, it is executed on

the exception level of the application and cannot use another stack, than the applications

one. Of course, the synchronous relocation could be implemented as a systemcall, but this

would introduce an additional overhead.

To not touch the stack during the synchronous relocation routine, it is entirely written

in assembly and only uses caller-saved registers. The implementation basically consists of

two steps. At first, the old stack content is copied to the relocated stack addresses (moved

left by the relocation offset). After this, the CPU registers handling the stack usage are

adjusted. The relocation routine is implemented compatible to the function call ABI, thus

it can be called as a usual function from the application. Once this function returns, the

stack pointer is relocated relative to the stack pointer, the function was called with.

begin_loop:

ldr x14 ,[x13]

str x14 ,[x13 ,#- RELOCATION_STEP]

add x13 ,x13 ,#0x8

cmp x13 ,x12

blt begin_loop

Listing 5.1: Synchronous Relocation - Stack Copying

Listing 5.1 is an excerpt from the synchronous relocation implementation and shows how

the old stack content is copied to the new, relocated location. The spare register x14 is

used to load a memory word and store it to a new location. x13 holds the current address

(in the not relocated stack), which is copied. First the memory content is loaded and

stored at the relocated position afterwards (old address minus the relocation step). The

rest of the code is a simple loop implementation to repeat the code for the entire stack.

sub sp,sp , #RELOCATION_STEP

sub x29 ,x29 ,# RELOCATION_STEP

Listing 5.2: Synchronous Relocation - Register Adjustment

Listing 5.2 shows the seconds step of the relocation, namely the adjustment of the registers.

Of course, the stack pointer has to be adjusted regarding the stack relocation, but also the

base pointer register x29 has to be relocated accordingly. The base pointer usually holds

the stack pointer, a function was called with. As the relocation routine does not touche

the base pointer, it contains the stack pointer, the calling function was called with. As

the entire stack is moved, also the base pointer has to be adjusted, to point to the correct

memory location.

5.1.3 Interrupt Relocation Implementation

As already mentioned, the relocation routine is also implemented in a second version to be

executed during an interrupt handling by the operating system. The disadvantage of the
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synchronous relocation in Section 5.1.2 is that the application has to call the relocation

routine during execution. This requires at least modifications in the source code of the

application and a recompilation. If the source code is not available or it is unreasonable

to modify the source code, the only chance is to perform the stack relocation outside of

the application. To do so, the operating system has to interrupt the application regularly3

and perform a stack relocation during the handling of the interrupt.

The implementation of the interrupt relocation routine differs slightly from the syn-

chronous relocation routine. First of all, it is written in C++, because the interrupt is

executed on the runtime system stack and not on the application stack, thus the applica-

tion stack can be modified from the C++ code, because it is unused during the interrupt

handling. The fact, that the relocation is performed on anther execution level and on

another stack also requires a different way of register accesses. As for every interrupt

handling, the register set at the time of the interrupt is stored by the interrupt handler

first, to not be modified by the interrupt handling functions. These stored registers are

written back to the register set, when the interrupt handling finishes. Thus, to modify

the registers, like the base pointer register x29, the relocation routine has to modify the

backed up register set. The stack pointer itself does not need to be backed up, because

the ARMv8 CPU has separate stack pointers for each exception level. The stack pointers

from lower privileged exception levels can be modified, by writing the according system

register.

uint64_t app_sp;

asm volatile("mrs %0, sp_el0" : "=r"(app_sp ));

app_sp -= RELOCATION_STEP;

asm volatile("msr sp_el0 , %0" ::"r"(app_sp ));

uint64_t lword = saved_stack_base [30];

lword -= RELOCATION_STEP;

saved_stack_base [30] = lword;

Listing 5.3: Interrupt Relocation - Stack Register Adjustment

Listing 5.3 shows the adjustment of the stack pointer and base pointer register. The stack

pointer from the applications exception level (EL0) is accessed as a system register with

inline assembler calls. The base pointer (register x29) is adjusted by modifying the backed

up register set.

for (uint64_t target = app_sp + RELOCATION_STEP; target < __current_stack_base_ptr;

target += 8) {

3The most uniform wear-level can be achieved, when the stack relocation is triggered after a number of
performed writes to the stack. Thus, under the assumption of a slowly changing write pattern to the
stack, every memory region of the stack memory would be written mostly equal. In this thesis, the
stack relocation mechanism is implemented in the runtime system, descibed in Chapter 3, thus the
support for performance counter overflow interrupts of BUS ACCESS ST events is already implemented.
Performing the stack relocation during the interrupt handling of the performance counter overflow
results in a stack relocation after mostly equal often writes to the stack.
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uint64_t lword = *(( uint64_t *)( target ));

*(( uint64_t *)( target - RELOCATION_STEP )) = lword;

}

Listing 5.4: Interrupt Relocation - Stack Copying

Listing 5.4 shows the core code of the stack copy loop, which copies the old stack content

to the new location. The implementation performs exactly the same computation like the

copy routine in the synchronous relocation implementation in Listing 5.1.

5.2 Address Consistency

As the previous section states, the key idea to evenly balance the wear-level inside the

stack region is to copy the used stack memory in a circular manner through the stack

memory and adjust the stack pointer accordingly. This makes sure, that even if the

application always writes to the same variable, the write accesses target different memory

addresses over time and thus increase the wear-level of different memory regions, instead

of always the same. However, copying the already used stack memory implies a change of

the location of currently used local variables. For usual code execution this is not a big

problem, because gcc compiled applications usually access local variables relative to the

current stack pointer. As the stack pointer is adjusted according to the new locations of

the variables, the accesses still target the correct memory content. The changed locations

of local variables become a problem, if pointers or references are held to these variables.

For instance, a function might prepare some arrays with data on the local stack and

pass pointers to these arrays to a processing function. If a stack relocation is performed

during the execution of the processing function, the locations of the arrays change. The

pointers, which are usual variables on the stack of the processing function are relocated

and accessed correctly, but still contain the old addresses of the arrays. An access to these

pointers returns invalid results in consequence. This problem is not only bound to the

situation, when the programmer actively creates pointers or references in the source code,

usually the base pointers are stored on the stack whenever a function is called. This builds

a linked list of base pointers, which enables debugging actions like stack frame tracing.

Thus, the base pointers are pointers into the stack, which are stored as usual variables on

the stack. On a relocation, the address of these variables changes, but the content (i.e. the

address to the following base pointer) stays the same. Thus, the pointers point to invalid

locations and an access would lead to a wrong behavior.

To overcome this issue, this thesis proposes two different solutions. For both solutions

the linked list of base pointers has to be adjusted after every stack relocation, which can

be done by simply following the list (respecting the missing offset in the pointers) and

adjusting each pointer according to the relocation offset. However, one solution is to

adjust all pointers existing on the stack and pointing to variables on the stack accordingly
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while performing the stack relocation. This solution is explained in detail in Section 5.2.1.

Another option is to not allow the application to use raw pointers at all. Instead, the

application can only use a special smart pointer, which checks on each dereferencing how

far the stack is relocated and adjusts the memory access accordingly. This solution is

described in Section 5.2.2. Of course, both solutions may have to be used at the same time.

As the first solution only relocates local pointers, which are stored on the stack, pointers

anywhere else cannot be adjusted accordingly. It might happen, that an application creates

some local variables and passes pointers into a data structure, which is allocated on the

heap. If the stack is relocated while the pointers on the heap are valid and in use, they

are not adjusted, even if pointers on the stack are adjusted. This requires to not pass raw

pointers to data structures out of the stack at all. If the smart pointer solution is used, the

pointer is checked and adjusted, even if it resides on the heap, because the smart pointer

checks the current stack relocation irregardless of the position of the smart pointer.

5.2.1 Raw Pointer Adjustment

The first solution to overcome the problem of invalid pointers to the stack after stack relo-

cations in this thesis is to adjust pointers, which reside on the stack, during the relocation

process accordingly. Basically, variables on the stack are local variables and only tempo-

rary available. Thus, pointers to these local variables should also only exist temporary as

local variables on the stack. However, as already explained there might be reasons why

pointers to local variables may also be passed to data structures outside of the stack, but

this scenario is not covered by this solution. The implementation can be easily done as an

extension to the already presented relocation routines. The used stack content is copied

word by word to a new location and during this, any word of the stack content is loaded

into a register. If the word is identified as a pointer to a stack variable, the value is ad-

justed according to the relocation offset of the stack. Unfortunately identifying a memory

word on the stack as a pointer is a complex task. From the perspective of the relocation

routine, every word on the stack is just a 64bit number without any special meaning. A

program variable containing the value 43981 is exactly the same memory word as a pointer

to the address 0xABCD. Even for a compiler it would be hard to determine which word

on the stack is a pointer or could be used as a pointer in future, because C / C++ allows

arbitrary castings from any data type into a pointer. To solve this problems, the solution

in this thesis puts a strong limitation to the memory usage of the application. For local

variables, the application is only allowed to use at most 32bit datatypes, but they have to

be stored with 64bit alignment4.

4The GCC compiler supports aligned placement of variables easily. Even if this is not possible, the
application can use 64bit datatypes and has to make sure to only write values, which only set the 32
lower bits.
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arbitrary content must be 0x00000000

64bit

32bit

Figure 5.3: 64bit Aligned Data Types

This makes sure, that every 64bit word in the stack memory, which corresponds to any

variable of the application contains a value x with 0 ≤ x ≤ 0xFFFFFFFF . The virtual

memory pages for the stack memory are placed at a location, which is out of the 32 bit

address space, thus any address of the stack has a bigger value than 0xFFFFFFFF . In

consequence, every pointer is represented on the stack as a memory word, which is bigger

than 0xFFFFFFFF . As all other memory contents from the application are forced to

have values lower than this, pointers can be identified just by the value of the memory

word.

for (uint64_t target = app_sp + RELOCATION_STEP; target < __current_stack_base_ptr;

target += 8) {

uint64_t lword = *(( uint64_t *)( target ));

if (lword < __current_stack_base_ptr && lword > __shadow_stack_begin) {

lword -= RELOCATION_STEP;

}

*(( uint64_t *)( target - RELOCATION_STEP )) = lword;

}

Listing 5.5: Raw Pointer Adjustment in C++

Listing 5.5 shows the C++ version of the stack content copy loop with the raw pointer

adjustment implementation. Whenever the copied memory word contains a value, which is

a pointer to the stack, it is also adjusted to match the new location of the stack. Of course,

also the register set has to be checked and adjusted, because a register might currently

contain a pointer to a variable on the stack. This does not have to be done only for the

interrupt relocation routine, but also for the synchronous relocation routine. A pointer to

a variable on the stack might be in a callee saved register, thus these registers have to be

checked and adjusted by the synchronous relocation routine.

All in all, the test applications for this thesis are implemented according to the requirement

of 64bit aligned datatypes with values less than 32bit and the functionality is maintained.

The relocation of variables on the stack and adjustment of pointers do not change the

application behavior or results.
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5.2.2 Smart Pointer Adjustment

The second solution introduces a smart pointer, which could be used instead of a raw

pointer, whenever a pointer to a local data structure is created and passed somewhere.

The smart pointer is able to execute additional source code while dereferencing the pointer.

This source code checks the current relocation of the stack and adjusts the pointer accord-

ingly. If the application only uses the smart pointer for local variables and data structures,

the raw pointer adjustment (Section 5.2.1) may be disabled. However, the linked list of

base pointers still has to be adjusted on each stack relocation. Additionally, the raw

pointer adjustment and stack pointer adjustment can be combined and used at the same

time. For instance when pointers to local variables are passed to a heap data structure,

the smart pointer has to be used to still maintain correctness. For usage on the stack (no

passing to heap data structures), raw pointers may be used at the same time and handled

by the raw pointer adjustment.

RelocationSafePointer

- local ptr : uintptr t

- ptr snapshot relocation : uint64 t

+ RelocationSafePointer()

+ RelocationSafePointer(ptr : T *)

+ operator*() : Intermediate Pointer Setter<T>

+ operator[](index : uint64 t) : Intermediate Pointer Setter<T>

+ operator&() : T *

+ operator+(offset : uint64 t) : RelocationSafePointer<T>

+ operator-(offset : uint64 t) : RelocationSafePointer<T>

+ get value(index : uint64 t) : T

+ set value(value : T, index : uint64 t) : void

T

Intermediate Pointer Setter

- ptr : RelocationSafePointer<T>

- index : uint64 t

+ Intermediate Pointer Setter(ptr : RelocationSafePointer<T>, index : uint64 t)

+ operator=(value : T) : T

+ operator T() : T

T

Figure 5.4: Smart Pointer Class

Figure 5.4 lists the detailed interface of the smart pointer implementation. Basically, the

class RelocationSafePointer holds a raw pointer to the object, pointing to. In addition to

the raw pointer, a snapshot of the current stack relocation offset is kept (the difference
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between stack base and the upper end of the allover stack memory region). Using these two

variables during the dereferencing, the current stack relocation offset can be determined

and the required raw pointer adjustment can be calculated. The initial assignment of

the variables is done during the initialization constructor, which gets a raw pointer as

an argument. If the raw pointer adjustment is not activated, or the smart pointer is not

stored inside the stack, the passed raw pointer parameter might become invalid because

of a stack relocation. The only possibility to overcome this is to force stack relocations

to pause while calling the constructor. This is provided as a runtime system service in

the implementation. Listing 5.6 is an excerpt from the implementation of the constructor.

The stack relocation snapshot is stored just as already described.

local_ptr = (uintptr_t)ptr;

local_ptr |= (0b1UL << 63);

ptr_snapshot_relocation = (__virtual_stack_end - __current_stack_base_ptr );

Listing 5.6: Smart Pointer Construction

Storing the raw pointer requires an additional step. The smart pointer may reside in the

stack and raw pointer adjustment may be enabled. This would cause the internal raw

pointer of the smart pointer being adjusted. As the adjustment is already done during

the dereferencing, this would lead to an incorrect result. To protect against this behavior,

the upper bit of the raw pointer is set to 1, thus the raw pointer adjustment does not

recognize the corresponding memory word as a pointer to the stack and does not adjust

it. For dereferencing, the upper bit has to be simply reset to 0. As an optimization, the

smart pointer checks if the raw pointer is a pointer to the stack and only performs the

previously described steps in this case. For raw pointers to other regions no special actions

are required.

T get_value(uint64_t index) {

if (local_ptr & (0b1UL << 63)) {

syscall_delay_relocation ();

uintptr_t correct = local_ptr & ~(0 b1UL << 63);

uint64_t current_relocation =

(__virtual_stack_end - __current_stack_base_ptr );

if (current_relocation >= ptr_snapshot_relocation) {

correct -= (current_relocation - ptr_snapshot_relocation );

} else {

correct += (ptr_snapshot_relocation - current_relocation );

}

T copy = ((T *)( correct ))[ index];

syscall_continue_relocatuion ();

return copy;

} else {

return ((T *)( local_ptr ))[ index];

}

}

Listing 5.7: Smart Pointer Dereferencing
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For the dereferencing of the smart pointer, again it is checked first, if the pointer is a

pointer to the stack. This can be determined easily by the set most significant bit, which

protects pointers into the stack from the raw pointer relocation. If the pointer is not

a pointer to the stack, it is just dereferenced and the value is returned, which can be

seen in Listing 5.7. For the case of a pointer to the stack, stack relocations have to be

stopped5 during the dereferencing, because this could make the temporary calculated,

adjusted raw pointer invalid. After this, a correct raw pointer is calculated by setting the

most significant bit of the internal raw pointer to 0 and comparing the snapshot stack

relocation with the current stack relocation. The case that the stack relocation wrapped

around and the real content now is ahead of the stored internal raw pointer is respected

properly. The function get value itself is used to access an array element beginning at

the raw pointer location. This can be also used by non array pointers by just setting

the index to 0. The implementation for writing new values into the smart pointer just

differs in the final raw memory access. The rest of the smart pointer implementation is

just a syntactical enhancement, to allow the same syntax on the smart pointer as on raw

pointers.

To simplify the need of the correct smart pointer creation, an allocation macro for stack

memory is also provided in the implementation (Listing 5.8).

#define stack_allocate(type , size , name) \

syscall_delay_relocation (); \

char __auto_alloc_ ##name[sizeof(type) * size]; \

RelocationSafePointer <type > name((type *) __auto_alloc_ ##name);

Listing 5.8: Stack Memory Allocation

This macro disables stack relocations first, allocates the requested amount of memory for

a data array on the stack and creates a proper smart pointer instance in the end. The

constructor of the smart pointer continues stack relocations by performing the according

system call in the end. The allocation has to be used instead of creating local arrays or

variables and creating pointers to these.

stack_allocate(uint64_t , 5, test_arr );

test_arr [0] = 51;

test_arr [1] = 52;

test_arr [2] = 53;

test_arr [3] = 54;

test_arr [4] = 55;

stack_allocate(uint64_t , 1, t1);

*t1 = 42;

stack_allocate(uint64_t , 1, t2);

*t2 = 182600;

Listing 5.9: Smart Pointer Usage Example

5In fact, the implementation only delays stack relocations. This means that requests to relocate (e.g. from
an interrupt driven mechanism) are noticed and executed when the continue systemcall is performed.
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Listing 5.9 gives an example how the stack allocation and smart pointer access can be

used. Notice that no raw memory access is performed by the code, the syntax calls the

appropriate functions of the smart pointer. Passing of the smart pointer to other functions

or data structures can be simply done by call by value copies of the smart pointer. The

automatic generated copy constructor just moves the two member variables to a new

instance of the smart pointer, which does not have to be secured because pointers to the

stack are already secured by the most significant bit. Note that in case of activated raw

pointer adjustment the constraints for memory usage on the stack (maximum 32bit used

in 64bit aligned variables) still have to be respected.

5.3 Synchronous Hinting Environment

The previous sections state in detail the concept of the circular stack frame relocation and

how to maintain the correctness of pointers, even with relocated variables. Another quiet

important aspect is the performance of the circular stack frame relocation. As for every

relocation step the currently used stack memory has to be copied to the new location, a

certain overhead regarding the number of memory writes and the execution time of the

relocation mechanism is introduced. Of course the overhead can be controlled by the

frequency of the relocations, but this also influences the resulting wear-leveling quality.

Another way to control the overhead up to a certain degree is the time when the relocation

of the stack is performed. Applications usually don’t use the same amount of stack memory

over time. For instance, local variables, arrays, etc. which are created and used inside a

loop are allocated on the stack at the beginning of the loop body and deallocated at the

end of the loop body. Thus, relocating the stack at the beginning of the loop body, before

the variables are allocated, would be a good decision and save some overhead because the

amount of stack memory to be copied is smaller. Additionally, for recursive algorithms it

would be a good decision to perform the relocation of the stack when the calling depth is

low, respectively the number of function frames on the stack is low.

Call 0

Call 1 Call 4

Call 2 Call 3 Call 5 Call 6

Figure 5.5: Call Graph for a Binary Recursive Algorithm

Figure 5.5 illustrates how a binary recursive algorithm (every function performs two recur-

sive calls) is called. The dashed blue lines separate the levels of calling depth. To reach a
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total number of relocations during the execution (e.g. 2 or 4 in the figure), the best choice

would be to perform the relocation on every subroutine call of Call 0 or Call 1 and Call 4.

To achieve a lower overhead, the provided implementation of the relocation mechanism

allows the application to give hints to the runtime system. This means, the application

can give a hint, whenever a relocation would introduce less overhead (e.g. because at the

beginning of the loop the variables are not allocated) and the runtime system decides if a

relocation is performed at the time of the hint or not. This decision is mainly based on

the configured frequency for stack relocations, which has to be maintained. Section 5.3.1

first gives a brief overview how the hints are processed from the runtime system. After

this, Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.3.3 present two self adaptive implementations, which aim

to reduce the number of unnecessary hints automatically.

5.3.1 Hinting Decision

The hints from the application are given to the runtime system by calling a simple function.

The implementation can be seen in Listing 5.10. Basically, the runtime system maintains

a variable, namely performed since last irq, which is set to false on every interrupt,

which aims to relocate the stack. If the interrupt handler finds the variable set to one, it

does not perform a relocation during the interrupt, because it was already performed by

a hint before. If the hint function finds the variable set to true, it will also not perform a

synchronous relocation6, because no relocation was requested from an interrupt since the

last successful hint, thus the frequency of hints is higher than the configured frequency for

relocations.

void StackBalancer :: hint_relocation () {

if (! performed_since_last_irq) {

performing_balance = true;

performed_since_last_irq = true;

performed_irq_version = false;

relocate_stack ();

relocation_count_syn ++;

performing_balance = false;

}

}

Listing 5.10: Stack Relocation Hinting Interface

The hinted relocations and the relocations performed during an interrupt are synchronized

weakly. It has to be ensured, that not two relocations will happen at the same time, thus

the hint function sets a flag, that it currently performs a relocation. When the interrupt

handler finds this flag set, it does not perform a relocation. This does not prevent an

interrupt performing a relocation between the checking of perfomed since last irq an

6The hint function is called directly from the application, without performing a system call. Thus, only
the synchronous version for relocations can be used.
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the setting of the flag. Usually an interrupt should not perform a relocation in this

situation, because the perfomed since last irq is set to true after the successful hint.

However, this does not affect the correctness of the relocation at all and a complete

synchronization, e.g. interrupt synchronization, may introduce much more overhead.

As already stated, the hints have to be given by the application, as only the programmer

knows when the currently used amount of stack is small. This may lead to a too big

number of hints, because a hint may be given at every beginning of a loop iteration. For a

low configured frequency of relocations, this would make the most hints unsuccessful and

useless. Because of this, the implementation in this thesis also provides two self adaptive

mechanisms, which adjust the number of hints automatically to the configured frequency

of relocations.

5.3.2 Self Adaptive Loop Hinting

The idea of the self adaptive loop hinting is to give hints at the beginning of the loop body,

when the amount of used stack is small, but to give hints not on every loop iteration. The

threshold, after how many loop iterations a new hint is given, is determined similar to

a closed loop control system. Whenever an interrupt relocation was necessary since the

last hint, the threshold is lowered and more hints are given. If a hint was unsuccessful,

because not relocation was required, the threshold is increased and less hints are given.

void StackBalancer :: outer_loop_automatic () {

if (outer_loop_cycle ++ >= outer_loop_balancing_ratio) {

if (performed_irq_version) {

if (outer_loop_balancing_ratio > 1) {

outer_loop_balancing_ratio --;

}

}

if (performed_since_last_irq) {

outer_loop_balancing_ratio *= 2;

}

hint_relocation ();

outer_loop_cycle = 0;

}

}

Listing 5.11: Stack Relocation Adaptive Loop Hinting

Listing 5.11 shows the function, which can be called from the application at the beginning

of a loop instead of the hint function. The threshold for performing a hint is checked

and adjusted according to the the captured information (performed irq version indi-

cates the last relocation was made from the interrupt handler and not from the hint,

performed since last irq indicates another hint already was successful and no reloca-

tion is needed). Note that this function should not be called in nested loops, because the

hinting threshold is a global variable.
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5.3.3 Self Adaptive Recursion Hinting

The concept of the self adaptive recursion hinting is very similar to the self adaptive loop

hinting in Section 5.3.2. The difference is, that not the loop iteration is used to determine

if hint is given, instead the recursion depth is used. To determine the recursion depth in

an automatic way, the application only has to put the macro STACK RECURSIVE FUNC into

the main recursive function. This macro creates an empty object on the stack, thus the

constructor is called immediately and the destructor is called at the end of the function.

#define STACK_RECURSIVE_FUNC RecursiveGuard __r__;

RecursiveGuard :: RecursiveGuard () {

StackBalancer :: instance.recursive_automatic_call_begin ();

}

RecursiveGuard ::~ RecursiveGuard () {

StackBalancer :: instance.recursive_automatic_call_end ();

}

Listing 5.12: Stack Relocation Adaptive Recursive Hinting

These two hooks allow to count the allover current recursion depth. The rest of the

implementation is very similar to the self adaptive loop hinting. On a certain threshold of

the recursion depth a hint is performed. If the number of hints is too low, the recursion

depth trigger is increased and more hints are performed. If too much hints are performed,

the recursion depth trigger is decreased and less hints are performed.

Summing up, both self adaptive techniques required the application to only put a single

line at the beginning of the most outer loop, respectively the beginning of the main

recursive function. Doing this, the adaption aims to perform the most stack relocations as

successful hinted relocations. This may help to reduce the overhead for stack relocations

by performing the relocation at the best point of the application execution.

5.4 Combination With Page Based Relocation

The stack wear-leveling approach, presented in this chapter, aims to make the write count

to memory regions within the stack memory more uniform. Thus, only the stack region

of the memory is touched. The stack region typically is only one memory region and

composes together with the text, data, bss and heap region the memory image of an

application. Because of this, the spatial allocation of the stack memory is only one part

of the total memory image, which might be small compared to the data or heap segment

for instance. Making the wear-level uniform only within this small memory region might

achieve a non optimal allover wear-level, because the text segment for instance is usually

not written at all. Thus, in addition to the balanced stack region it is also important, to

move heavy written (hot) memory regions around the memory and place it to less written

(cold) physical memory locations. Such a scheme is presented in detail in Chapter 4 and
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is based on a relocation of physical memory pages mapped to virtual memory pages. It

is already stated, that the stack wear-leveling approach is meant to be as an extension to

the page based, coarse-grained relocation approach to overcome the shortcomings of this

approach. This section states shortly how both approaches are combined and executed

together.

Implementation Details of the Integration

Generally, the page based relocation and the stack region write access leveling can run

together with no problems. The stack region leveling can be interpreted as a part of the

application (as it can be executed fully as part of the application) and the page based

relocation as a runtime system service, which does not change the application’s perspec-

tive at all. The page relocations are performed during interrupt handling routines, which

completely pause the running application. After the relocation finishes, the perspective of

the application is the same as before, thus even a stack relocation might be interrupted

by a page relocation without any problem. In addition to the stack relocations triggered

directly from the application, the runtime system also implements the stack relocations

as an interrupt driven mechanism, which acts completely without the corporation of the

application. This mechanism is configured with a frequency for stack relocations, which

relates to the total number of writes to the memory, for instance a stack relocation should

be performed every 5000th memory write. Luckily, the page based relocation already im-

plements an interrupt driven mechanism, which causes an interrupt after a configurable

number of writes to the allover memory. This mechanism is used for the statistical write

distribution approximation, as well as for the triggering of page relocations. As long as

as the configurations for all mechanisms are compatible (i.e. the frequencies are multiples

of the base frequency of one mechanism and can share the memory write count interrupt

mechanism) only one interrupt driven memory write count mechanism is required. The

interrupt handler of this mechanism calls the write count approximation, the page bal-

ancing and the stack balancing strongly in order, thus the executions do not overlap and

influence each other.

Finally, the implementation of the write count approximation and the page balancing

have to be fully aware of the stack balancing, because they are based on modifications to

the virtual memory mapping. The stack balancing mechanism establishes a specialized

virtual memory configuration due to the shadow stack (Section 5.1.1), which assigns two

virtual memory pages to each physical page of the stack memory. As the write count

approximation and the page balancing both operate basically on physical pages, they

have to aggregate the results from both virtual memory pages, respectively maintain the

shadow stack mapping when relocating physical pages. This also points out, that the stack

relocation cannot be implemented entirely from the user space (e.g. in a standard Linux
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application). The mechanism always requires the operting system to setup at least the

required static configuration. However, the write count approximation and page relocation

implementations basically exist in two variants, one operating on a stack memory page

and another one operating on a usual memory page. A global configuration option enables

or disables stack balancing at all, which also changes the behavior of the write count

approximation and the page balancing. As the physical memory pages for the stack do not

change at all with enabled stack relocation, only the logic of the write count approximation

and page balancing has to be adjusted. The wear-leveling decisions to the physical pages

remain completely unchanged.

5.5 Evaluation

The stack region write access leveling presented in this chapter is designed as an extension

to the page based relocation (Chapter 4), to overcome the shortcomings of this approach.

Nevertheless, the stack region write access leveling can be applied without the page based

relocation to only make the wear-levels inside the stack more uniform. This section intends

to evaluate the stack region write access leveling in detail. To do so, Section 5.5.1 first

gives a short overview about the executed benchmarks and how they are prepared to match

the address consistency requirements of the stack relocation. After this, the stack region

write access leveling is evaluated regarding the resulting write distribution in Section 5.5.2.

The combination with the page based relocation is evaluated subsequently in Section 5.5.3.

Finally, the introduced overheads and effects of the overheads are discussed in Section 5.5.4.

5.5.1 Benchmark Setup

Compared to the benchmark setup for the page based relocation (Section 4.3), the setup

for the stack region write access leveling is slightly changed. The fft benchmark makes

use of several vector processing functions. Making these functions compatible with the

stack relocation requires a more complex implementation, which is out of the scope of

this thesis. Just disabling the stack relocation during the vector processing functions may

influence the result of the evaluation. Because of this, the fft benchmark is replaced by

another benchmark, namely pfor. This benchmark decompresses a compressed set of

numbers in small packets. For each packet the sum of numbers is calculated and stored

in a global variable. This implementation simulates a realistic scenario, when a steam of

compressed numbers arrives and has to be aggregated. For the compression, a lightweight

compression, namely PFOR (Patched Frame of Reference) [31] is used. The benchmark

reads the compressed data from a global array and decompresses a fixed amount of elements

into a temporary local array. After the local array is aggregated, it is deleted (the local

variable is removed in the next loop iteration) and the next set of elements is decompressed.
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The bitcount, lesolve and qsort benchmark are also used to evaluate the stack region

write access leveling. All benchmarks are modified to match the requirements for address

consistency. Basically all benchmarks use the raw pointer adjustment and make only use

of 64bit datatypes. Additional checks in the benchmark code make sure, that only 32bits

of the variables are used. For all benchmarks, the correctness of the execution is tested

by a detailed comparison of the application results with and without applied wear-leveling

techniques.

5.5.2 Stack Only Leveling

Running an application with the stack region write access leveling basically enables three

test cases. First of all, the application can be executed unmodified and all relocations

are performed by the runtime system at a configured frequency during interrupt service

routines. This execution is called IRQ. Secondly, the self adapting hinting mechanisms

can be used to perform stack relocations at a good point of the execution. This run is called

Hinted. Finally, the automatic mechanisms can be deactivated and relocations can be

triggered only from the application itself. This run is called Softonly. In this evaluation,

the last case is always implemented in a way, that the relocations are performed at the

same point of the execution, where the hints were given before. Additionally, the amount

of triggered relocations from the application is mostly the same amount of relocations,

which are performed by the automatic mechanism7. The stack is relocated by an offset of

64 bytes on each relocation, because cache-lines (64 byte width) are assumed to be written

entirely, thus a finer-grained relocation would cause no additional benefit.

Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show the resulting memory write distri-

bution for the 4 benchmarks in the three test cases, compared to the baseline (application

execution without any wear-leveling). The gray lines in the plots indicate the boundaries

of virtual memory pages (4kB). Please note the different scaling of the y axis. For each

benchmark, several observations can be made:

• The bitcount benchmark (Figure 5.6) is an extremely simple application, which it-

erates over a data array in a loop and counts the bits set to 1. Thus, the application

performs writes mostly only to the intermediate result variable and the loop vari-

ables. As the interrupt driven mechanism triggers a relocation of the stack after a

fixed number of memory writes (the benchmark is configured to trigger a relocation

on every 3000th write for the interrupt driven version and to request a relocation

on every 4000th write for the hinted version to reach a similar total number of relo-

cations), mostly the same number of writes is applied to each memory region of the

7For all benchmarks, hints are given at the beginning of loops or at the beginning of recursive functions.
Achieving the same amount of relocations as the automatic mechanism does is done by performing the
relocation with the same ratio, the adoptive mechanism figures out (after a certain threshold of loop
iterations or at a certain recursion depth.)
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stack accordingly. This leads t a mostly perfect line in the plot. The step, visible in

the plot, results from the simple fact, that the stack movement does not end up at the

left boundary of the stack memory when the application finishes. The results for the

hinted and softonly executions have a similar character, but do not result in a totally

even write distribution inside of the stack memory. For both experiments, additional

code is inserted into the application, which is executed on every loop iteration. For

the hinting mechanism, it can be seen that the execution of the adaptive hinting

mechanism cause a high overhead, because the write count to the stack memory is

significantly higher. For extreme small loop bodies, like in this benchmark, running

the hinting mechanism in each loop iteration might be inconsiderable. In case the

application directly triggers the relocations (softonly experiment), the overhead is

reduced, because not the entire adaptive hinting mechanism has to be executed.

However, the code for triggering the relocations changes the write behavior, because

it also uses a local variable. This leads to a slightly worse result compared to the

interrupt driven mechanism.

• In contrast to the bitcount benchmark, the pfor benchmark (Figure 5.7) is a more

complex benchmark. For every iteration, a subset of compressed numbers is decom-

pressed into a small local array and the decompressed numbers are aggregated. The

benchmark decompresses 40 elements at once, thus the temporary array has 320

bytes (8 byte per element). Even with the additional variables, the application only

uses a small part of the memory, which causes the small and high peak in the baseline

experiment. Because of this, the interrupt driven relocation version (the interrupts

are configured to occur on every 3000th memory write) again works out and in result

mostly the same amount of writes is applied to all the stack memory. Because in

this benchmark more work is done in a single loop iteration, the adaptive hinting

mechanism does not cause such a high overhead as for the bitcount benchmark.

It can be seen in the plot, that the benefit from the hinting (stack relocations are

mostly performed when the volume to copy is small) mostly relativizes the caused

overhead. Again, the additional executed code for the hinting changes the memory

write distribution and results in a less even distribution after the stack relocations.

For the softonly version, where relocations are directly triggered from the application,

the result looks mostly the same like for the interrupt driven version. Again, due to

the higher complexity of the loop body the inserted code to trigger the relocations

has a smaller influence.

• The lesolve benchmark (Figure 5.8) differs from the previous benchmark in the

point that the benchmark behavior strongly depends on the data. Depending on

the structure of the equation system, the solver has to take more or less equations
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Figure 5.6: Stack Only Leveling - Bitcount Benchmark

into account to solve one equation. This does not have a big effect on the baseline,

because the writes still only target a few bytes and cause a small and high peak.

Contrarily, for the interrupt driven version a certain non-uniformity in the write

count to the different memory bytes of the stack can be observed. This results from

the data dependent behavior, because even if the interrupt is triggered after a fixed

number of writes (every 3000th write for this benchmark) the write distribution to

the currently valid stack frame differs for each relocation. The results of the softonly

run show, that the point of execution inside of the application, where the relocations

are triggered, is chosen not optimal, because the resulting write count to the stack
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Figure 5.7: Stack Only Leveling - PFOR Benchmark

region is very uneven. As stated before, the manual triggered relocation is always

performed at the same execution point, where the hint is given

The reason, the result from the hinted experiment is not similar to the softonly ex-

periment, is that only 396 of 4728 relocations were successful hints. In consequence,

the hinted version behaves mostly like the interrupt driven version. This indicates

a bad placement of the hints.

• The qsort benchmark (Figure 5.9) is the only recursive benchmark and thus the

only benchmark using the recursive adaptive hinting mechanism. For the baseline,

the amount of used stack memory targets some memory pages, but in a non-uniform
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Figure 5.8: Stack Only Leveling - LESolve Benchmark

manner. Again, the write behavior to the stack depends on the data, because quick-

sort splits the array into two parts and performs recursive subcalls. Depending on

the data, the size of the two parts is different and thus the recursion depth and num-

ber of calls is different. This results in a similar looking write distribution as for the

lesolve benchmark. The adaptive hinting mechanism causes a big overhead in this

benchmark, because most of the recurive calls only operate on a few data elements.

The softonly version faces a big problem. The application spends some time with

execution, which never causes a relocation. For the hinted version, relocations are

triggered driven by the interrupt during this execution and the problem is resolved.
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Figure 5.9: Stack Only Leveling - QSort Benchmark

Summing up, the evaluations of stack only wear-leveling show that software only wear-

leveling for the stack region can be done and works out. Depending on the write behavior

of the application the uniformity of write counts inside of the stack region varies but in

all experiments the total available stack memory is used. Further more, the synchronous

hinting environment turns out to be only considerable, when the work, performed by

the application, between the given hints is big enough to relativate the overhead from

the hinting mechanism. Performing stack relocations without runtime system support,

like interrupt driven relocations and the hinting mechanism, turns out to be error prone,

because the application easily might perform relocations at wrong points of the execution

or perform no relocations at all, even if needed. As the stack region write access leveling
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is not designed as a standalone technique, calculating metrics like achieved endurance

(Equation (1.4)) on the benchmark results would not give useful insights.

5.5.3 Combined Leveling

Finally, the stack region memory write access leveling is an extension to the previously

presented page based relocation. Thus, to evaluate the final achievement of wear-leveling,

the stack leveling has to be evaluated in combination with the page based relocation.

Section 5.4 gives the technical details of the integration of the stack leveling and the

page based relocation. As already stated, the endurance tracking and the stack leveling

share the same interrupt mechanism, which triggers an interrupt after a certain number of

memory writes (3000 in the following evaluations). Thus, interrupt driven stack relocations

are always executed together with a page relocation during the interrupt service routine.

Every interrupt triggers a memory page to be relocated (threshold is set to 1) and a stack

relocation, if not performed from the application before as a successful hint. Again, for

each benchmark application three different versions of execution are considered. First,

the stack relocation is only triggered by the interrupts, secondly the synchronous hinting

environment is used and at last, the application performs the stack relocations manually.

For all these executions, the page balancing is activated. The resulting write distribution

is compared to activated page balancing without any stack leveling.

Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show the resulting memory write

distribution for the evaluation runs. Note again the different scaling of the y axis. The

gray lines again indicate boundaries of virtual memory pages in the address space. For

the different benchmark applications again several observations can be made and can be

compared to the previous observations.

• The bitcount benchmark (Figure 5.10) already achieved a highly uniform write

distribution to the stack memory for stack only leveling. For page based relocation

and fully interrupt driven stack relocations, it can be observed that the uniformity

inside the stack is maintained, but the regular relocations to other physical memory

pages cause steps in the final distribution for every relocation. However, considering

the total deviation, the different steps differ at most at 50 write accesses. The use

of the hinting mechanism again turns out to cause a higher overhead (for details see

Section 5.5.4) and achieve a more non-uniform write distribution. The softonly run

causes some stack regions to be less written than others, which might result from the

fact, that the relocations are not triggered frequently regarding the count of memory

writes. This leads to a significantly worse allover result.

• For the pfor benchmark (Figure 5.11) slightly different observations can be made.

The hinted and softonly runs turn out to achieve a better result than the fully

interrupt driven run. This has two possible reasons. One is that the write pattern
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Figure 5.10: Page Relocation + Stack Leveling - Bitcount Benchmark

to the stack is more complex than for the bitcount benchmark, which has less

influence on a circular movement, but if the physical location of the stack changes

too, the resulting write distribution becomes non-uniform. Another reason is that

the relative overhead of the hinting mechanism is not that big as for the bitcount

benchmark, thus the hinting pays out more. For successful hints, the stack may

be moved between page remappings, contrarily for the interrupt driven relocations

the stack is always moved when the page mapping just changes. This results in the

additional writes for relocations always to be performed to one page only and not to

multiple pages. The softonly run shows that certain required relocations are missing,

resulting in some high peaks.
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Figure 5.11: Page Relocation + Stack Leveling - PFOR Benchmark

• For the lesolve benchmark results (Figure 5.12) the results for all three configura-

tions look very similar. The softonly run again shows some more high peaks, because

relocations are not performed, when the interrupt driven mechanism would usually

do.

• The qsort benchmark results (Figure 5.13) give a very interesting insight. While

the fully interrupt driven version and the synchronous hinting environment are able

to resolve at least some high peaks, the softonly version causes peaks, which are

higher than without stack leveling due to a misplaced overhead. Already the results

without page balancing (Figure 5.9) show that the softonly implementation spends

some execution without without any stack relocation at all, causing the problem.

Again for the interrupt driven and the hinted version the result looks very similar.
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Figure 5.12: Page Relocation + Stack Leveling - LESolve Benchmark

To evaluate the resulting quality of the allover wear-leveling, the achieved endurance

(Equation (1.4)) is calculated before, which is a metric of how uniform the total memory

region is used. This metric can be calculated for the memory write distribution of an

arbitrary benchmark execution. For the evaluation in this chapter, the achieved endurance

is compared for following benchmark runs:

1. baseline: The execution of the benchmark application without any wear-leveling

techniques. This version points out how efficiently the memory would be used re-

garding lifetime if typical applications are simply executed.

2. page balancing: Basically this is the final version from Chapter 4. The online

endurance tracking system is used to identify hot and cold pages and swap them
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Figure 5.13: Page Relocation + Stack Leveling - QSort Benchmark

through the MMU accordingly. Any non-uniformity within memory pages is not

resolved by this technique.

3. IRQ: In addition to the page balancing, in this run the stack balancing from this

chapter is activated and fully triggered by interrupts triggered when exceeding a

threshold of memory writes.

4. hinted: Instead of only triggering stack relocations by interrupts, in this benchmark

run the synchronous hinting environment is used and hints are given a certain points

of the application execution, where stack relocations are assumed to be cheap.

5. softonly: Finally the interrupt driven stack relocation mechanism is tuned off and

the stack relocations are performed directly from the application.
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Achieved Endurance of Combined Wear-leveling

For all these benchmark runs, the resulting memory write distribution can be found in

the figures above. For all runs, except the baseline, the page balancing is activated.

The endurance tracking is configured to record a sample every 3000th memory write, on

every sample recorded the hottest page is relocated. The stack relocation system is also

configured to relocate the stack on every 3000th memory write, for the softonly run

relocations are triggered mostly as often as the interrupt driven version does.

Table 5.1 lists the resulting achieved endurance values for all benchmark runs. Note

that the values strongly depend on the total amount of available memory. The more

free memory is considered, the less the achieved endurance for the baseline is. In these

evaluations, the amount of memory is limited to the required memory for the application

to execute.

baseline page balancing irq hinted softonly

bitcount 0.08% 2.08% 98.69% 71.13% 31.14%

pfor 0.1% 5.51% 26.12% 62.31% 57.67%

lesolve 0.13% 2.83% 50.39% 55.87% 43.8%

qsort 0.87% 21.27% 49.55% 56.96% 8.83%

Table 5.1: Achieved Endurance for Page Balancing and Stack Balancing

It can be seen from the table, that additional stack balancing, except the softonly version,

improves the achieved endurance for all benchmarks significantly, compared to only page

balancing. The observed high non-uniformity inside the stack regions is resolved up to

a certain degree and enables the page balancing to achieve better results. Generally, the

total wear-leveling setup offers a lot of configuration options, which can be tuned among

different objectives. For this evaluation, page relocations were performed as often as stack

relocations, which leads to a very fine-grained movement of write accesses through the

memory. It could also be considerable to perform page relocations on a lower frequency

than stack relocations to save some overhead of the page relocations. Contrarily it could

also be considerable to perform stack relocations on a low frequency but with big relo-

cation offsets to save more overhead. However, as already mentioned, exploring the full

configuration space is out of the scope of this thesis.

5.5.4 Overhead

As already explained in detail in Section 4.4.3, considering the achieved endurance without

considering the overhead does not give information about the improvement of the memory

lifetime. The memory overhead for the total wear-leveling is caused by both wear-leveling

systems. Page relocations cause the already explained overhead for copying memory pages
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and maintaining the management information like the write approximation. The stack

relocations additionally cause a memory overhead for copying the used stack content to

a new location and for pointer adjustments. The synchronous hinting environments store

some additional management information, which also causes a certain overhead. The

memory write overhead is again determined using the total number of memory writes for

a simulation run and compared to the baseline according to Equation (4.2).

page balancing irq hinted softonly

bitcount 34.06% 34.31% 83.6% 34.64%

pfor 34.07% 36.62% 37.16% 35.31%

lesolve 33.82% 36.4% 40.47% 37.2%

qsort 34.07% 42.18% 111.49% 49.79%

Table 5.2: Write Overhead for Page Balancing and Stack Balancing

Table 5.2 lists the calculated write overhead for the previously presented benchmarks. It

can be observed, that the overhead is dominated by the page relocation and not by the

stack relocation. This results from the fact, that the amount of copied stack is much

smaller than a memory page for each stack relocation. The previous observation, that

the hinting environment causes a big overhead for applications with small loop bodies

can be also proved by the data. The bitcount, lesolve and qsort benchmarks show a

higher overhead for the hinted version than for the irq or softonly version. For the pfor

benchmark, the relation between processed executions inside the loop and given hints is

different, thus the hints cause a relatively lower overhead.

Given the achieved endurance and the write overhead, the real improvement can be finally

determined according to Equation (4.4). This number indicates, how much more execu-

tions from the application can be performed before the memory wears out, considering

the overhead for wear-leveling.

page balancing irq hinted softonly

bitcount 19.39 918.49 484.27 289.1

pfor 41.1 191.19 454.29 426.21

lesolve 16.27 284.18 305.95 245.57

qsort 18.24 40.06 30.96 6.78

Table 5.3: Real Improvement (RI) for Page Balancing and Stack Balancing

The real improvement values are listed in Table 5.3. It can be observed, that for the pfor

benchmark the hinting pays out, because it causes a small overhead and achieves a much

better endurance. For the lesolve benchmark, the hinting also pays out, even if most of

the hints are not successful. Summing up, the softonly stack leveling turns out to be error
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prone and inefficient. It might save some overhead compared to the hinted version, but the

result of the wear-leveling is generally worse (for the qsort benchmark even worse than

without wear-leveling). Using the synchronous hinting environment pays out, if the hints

do not cause a major overhead, i.e. the performed executions of the application between

hints have to be enough. For the recursive qsort benchmark, the improvement of using

stack relocation is not that high, because the stack usage is distributed over some memory

pages, even without stack wear-leveling. Still, an improvement can be achieved.

5.6 Discussion

This chapter provides a detailed description of the stack region write access leveling ap-

proach and evaluates this technique as an extension to page based, aging-aware memory

relocations in the end. Summing up, non-uniformity inside of the stack region is resolved

by moving the stack periodically in a circular manner. Compared to the related work

(e.g. the common allocator for stack and heap by Li et al. [22]) this approach is very

different. Li et al. allocate a piece of memory for every subsequent function call and

make the allocation process aging-aware. This approach faces two major disadvantages.

First, the wear-leveling achievement depends on the application to make enough function

calls and not to use memory too excessive in a single function call. Secondly, the earliest

function calls may reside in the same memory locations for mostly all the execution time,

which make the achievement of a uniform wear-level allover the memory hard. These two

main arguments motivate the technique in this thesis to relocate the entire stack regularly,

which is independent of application function calls and also reuses the memory regions of

the earliest function calls.

The relocation of the entire stack requires some static operating system support to achieved

the wraparound semantic and also can be executed totally without support from the appli-

cation as an interrupt driven mechanism. The main problem is the consistency of pointers

to stack variables, which become invalid on a stack movement. To keep pointers consistent,

hard constraints are forced to the application. This thesis proposes two mechanisms to

keep pointers consistent. Raw pointers, residing in the stack, can be adjusted during the

relocation. Memory words are identified as a pointer by boxing the stack to a dedicated

memory region. This permits the application to store any other memory word, which

could be a pointer to the stack but has a different semantic (e.g. only put values using

32bit in 64bit variables). The other mechanism is to not use raw pointers at all. Instead

a smart pointer is used, which adjusts to the stack relocation offset during dereferenc-

ing. Both mechanism require strong constraints on the application and generally require

a reimplementation of the application. However, the evaluation shows that the stack re-

location mechanism is able to extend the memory lifetime significantly which might make

the required reimplementation of the application a considerable price.
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Finally, this chapter introduces an additional hinting mechanism for the stack relocation

mechanism, which aims to reduce the overhead for stack relocations. The concept is to

perform stack relocations mostly when the currently valid stack is small and thus, the

volume to copy is low. To achieve this, hints are added into the application source code

and processed by the runtime system. If a hint is successful (a relocation can be performed

according to the configured relocation frequency), the stack relocation is performed syn-

chronously from the application at the point of the hint. During the evaluation, it turns

out that giving the hints causes a certain overhead and should not be done too often. If

the hints are given not too often and achieve a significant improvement (copy volume is

saved), the hinting environment pays out and leads to better wear-leveling results. How-

ever, triggering relications only directly from the application without the frequency driven

runtime system mechanism turns out to be bad in most test scenarios. Some parts of the

execution miss stack relocations at all and the resulting write distribution is less uniform.

All in all, the stack region write access leveling strongly depends on the application to

be a considerable technique. If the application can be modified to meet the constraints

for pointer consistency and has a highly non-uniform write distribution in the stack, the

memory lifetime can be improved significantly. Giving additional hints (without executing

the hinting code too frequent) also might help to improve the memory lifetime furthermore.

The basic problem, that the lifetime of an application can shrink down to minutes on NVM,

can be tackled by this approach and the lifetime can be increased again. The evaluations

show, that for the benchmark applications the application lifetime could be improved by

a factor of ≈ 300− 500 for most applications, even up to ≈ 900 for a special application,

which uses an extreme small amount of stack memory.
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The main purpose of this thesis is to propose software only wear-leveling techniques, which

fill the gap when wear-leveling is required but no hardware support for certain wear-

leveling techniques is available. All presented techniques, code excerpts and evaluation

results are implemented and executed in a simulation environment, also introduced by this

work. The techniques are applied to different benchmark scenarios and the correctness

of the execution is checked. Stating all the detailed concepts, this thesis brings up some

insights regarding software only wear-leveling techniques, which should be considered when

software only wear-leveling is an option. To finally conclude this work, the presented

techniques and insights are briefly summarized in Section 6.1 and Section 6.2. As the

proposed mechanisms differ from the related work and state-of-the-art for in-memory wear-

leveling, the related work is compared to the proposed technique afterwards in Section 6.3.

Finally, software only wear-leveling is a wide field and allows further improvements or

completely new approaches. A small subset of the visions, which could be realized on

basis of this work, is given in Section 6.4.

6.1 Summary of Techniques

Due to the need of operating system support for the proposed wear-leveling techniques,

this thesis includes a custom runtime system, which implements the necessary operating

system support. Thus, the wear-leveling techniques can be implemented efficiently and

evaluated in a simple test environment. As mentioned before, the main contribution of this

thesis, apart from the simulation setup, are two software only wear-leveling techniques,

one for coarse-grained wear-leveling and one for fine-grained stack wear-leveling.

The coarse-grained wear-leveling adopts the idea of using the MMU to modify the logical

to physical address mapping with respect to the current aging level of the memory pages

from literature. Usually the aging level is determined by a special hardware controller,

which is not available in a software only solution. Thus, a statistical endurance tracking

system is designed, which records an approximation of the memory write distribution

during runtime on a configurable temporal and spatial granularity without the need for

special hardware. The approximation then is used to support an aging-aware wear-leveling

algorithm with aging levels of the memory. Technically, arbitrary, already existing aging-

aware algorithms can be executed on top of the approximated data. For this thesis, an
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RB-Tree based wear-leveling algorithm is developed, which selects the coldest page as a

victim efficiently. Once the wear-leveling algorithm delivers a result, the virtual memory

mapping is adjusted to exchange the physical location of the victim and the triggering

page. As the content of the pages itself is also copied, the logical view from the virtual

address space does not change at all, while writes target a different physical memory

region.

The fine-grained approach extends the coarse-grained approach, because pages (4kB sized)

are always relocated to 4kB aligned pages. A non-uniform write pattern inside of a page

(e.g. only a few bytes are written) is relocated over the address space, but still results

in a non-uniform allover write pattern. As this behavior is observed to mostly happen

in the program stack, the fine-grained approach targets the stack memory. To do this

in a software only manner, no aging-aware approach is applied, but the concept of start-

gap wear-leveling by Qureshi et al. is adopted [26]. The entire stack is moved through

a reserved memory region in a circular manner, which resolves the non-uniformity in a

write pattern over time, if the write pattern does not change too fast. The required

wraparound is achieved by a special virtual memory configuration, called shadow stack.

The stack can be moved by a special assembly function, which can be called directly from

the application or can be moved from an interrupt handler by the runtime system. As an

overall parameter, the frequency and relocation offset is configured. A hinting environment

allows the application to indicate good points to relocate the stack, which are processed

by the runtime system according to the configured frequency. To maintain the consistency

of pointers to the stack when the stack is moved, a smart pointer implementation, which

adjusts on dereferencing, and a raw pointer adjustment is implemented. Both have to be

considered and used appropriately in the application.

6.2 Summary of Insights

Applying and evaluating the previously described techniques points out some insights.

First of all, both techniques do not change already existing structures (e.g. the memory

allocator) inside of the operating system, thus they cause an additional overhead. One

important insight is, that for some scenarios the overhead can be tuned arbitrarily. Of

course, the configurable parameters (i.e. granularity of write distribution approximation,

frequency of page and stack relocations, etc.) can be tuned among a certain overhead,

which usually affects the quality of the wear-leveling directly. Contrarily, applications

might tend to have a slowly or never changing write pattern. For instance in embedded

systems, code is repeated regularly to build a control system. The memory write pattern

of these systems, does not change much during a long time. In this scenario, not the

frequency of wear-leveling actions is important, but the total number such that the entire

memory space can be covered by relocations. Concluding from this, if an application
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is known to run for a long time, the frequencies for page and stack relocations can be

lowered and a lot of overhead can be saved. The resulting quality of wear-leveling does

not change much compared to a more frequent relocation. Furthermore, the combination

of coarse and fine-grained wear-leveling spawns a huge configuration space, which again

allows configurations with low overhead and good results.

For the memory write distribution approximation, extra knowledge about the memory

hardware can be integrated. For instance, if the endurance is not constant over all the

memory, this can be respected in the data, the approximator passes to the wear-leveling al-

gorithm. The wear-leveling algorithm then achieves a wear-level, respecting the endurance

variation, without having knowledge about it. The page based coarse-grained wear-leveling

generally turns out to suffer from non-uniform memory accesses within memory pages. Re-

cursive algorithms cause more uniform accesses in the evaluation, because larger amounts

of the stack are used. For simple programs, which are based on a single loop, only a few

bytes of the stack are used and this achieves a bad wear-leveling result with coarse-grained

page relocation only.

As a solution, the stack region writes access leveling helps in these situations and signifi-

cantly improves the wear-leveling result. One important insight is that the constraints for

pointer consistency require a lot attention while writing the application. Another insight

is, that it is important to perform frequent stack relocations over time. If relocations are

only performed directly by the application, important relocations are missing and the re-

sults turn bad. The hinting of relocations generally turns out as a nicely working system,

but the usage inside the application has to be considered to not cause too much overhead.

Finally, important insights for the evaluation technique can be stated. The results of

the evaluation depend on the amount of memory, which is considered for the evaluation.

The memory usage of an application achieves worse analysis results, if unused memory

is considered (e.g. a too large allocated stack region). In this thesis, the evaluations

are performed with almost the minimal required memory for each application. When

relocation based approaches are used, the memory overhead is an important effect to

consider. Considering this for the memory lifetime is important, because at the end

the important outcome is, how much more memory accesses, respectively executions the

application can perform before the memory is worn out.

6.3 Comparison to Related Work

The important related work for this thesis can be divided by the two contributions, as

already explained in detail in Chapter 2. The related works for coarse-grained wear-

leveling usually use a hardware remapping mechanism to perform physical relocations

[5, 17, 23] or use the MMU to perform relocations [14]. However, the aging of each page

is usually gathered by additional hardware, which is the major difference to the technique
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in this thesis. Up to my best knowledge, no comparable approach in literature exists. To

overcome the need of additional hardware in literature, non aging-aware techniques are

proposed. With the help of the proposed memory write approximation system in this

thesis, also the aging-aware algorithms could be applied without additional hardware.

Related work for the stack relocation generally is rare. Some approaches for fine-grained

wear-leveling exist [26, 27], but they do not target the stack memory explicitly. Instead

they propose algorithms for generic fine-grained wear-leveling, which might be executed

on additional hardware. Li et al. proposes to use a common memory allocator for heap

and stack [21, 22], which allocates a new portion of memory for every function call. This

technique can hardly be compared with the circular stack movement, proposed in this

thesis.

6.4 Future Outlook

For future work, both proposed techniques can be optimized and extended with new

features. Generally, the stack region write access leveling is an extension to the page

based wear-leveling, only targeting the program stack. The other memory segments might

still cause uneven memory accesses and should be leveled. Specialized solutions for the

data and bss segment could also be considered.

For the page based relocation, some optimizations could be considered in future. The

overhead of page relocations can be tuned by tracking currently used and unused pages.

If a page was never used before, the content does not have to be copied on a relocation.

Generally, the page based relocation is only analyzed for concrete tests applications in

this work, the runime system should also be targeted by the page based relocation, which

requires some extra implementation to synchronize the runtime system with th relocation.

Additionally, the page relocation can be analyzed to work with multiple application threads

on multiple cores.

For the stack region write access leveling also some improvements can be developed in

future. Regarding the performance, the coarse and fine-grained wear-level can be syn-

chronized, such that a page only is relocated, when the stack relocation totally passed the

page, to not cause a higher memory usage in a subregion of the page. To improve the

overhead, the hinting environment could also be improved. Applications could be analyzed

with machine learning techniques to identify the best points to perform relocations. This

would give a benefit for complex applications, where the hints cannot be placed manually

due to the high complexity. Regarding the pointer consistency, compiler support to track

and adjust pointers can be considered. Applications might still face constraints to allow

the compiler to track pointers, but the constraints might be less invasive than the current

ones. The compiler may provide a list of pointers to the runtime system, which can easily

be adjusted, whenever the stack is moved.
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